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Foreword:

The Blue Ribbon Task Force
on April 7, 7993, the Metropolitan water District Boa¡d of
Directors authorized the formation of a Blue Ribbon Task Force,
comprised of private sector volunteers, to conduct a six-month
review of the District's business practices and operational policies.
The creation of the Task Force was motivated by concerns -that
Metropolitan did not enjoy sufficient public support, the perceived
lo_w general understanding of the District's role in providing
wholesale water supplies to Southern California, and a desire to
enlist the private sector to obtain fresh perspectives about the
MWD's business practices and identify new solutions to problems
that rnight exist.
Members of the Board, member agencies, ând other interested
individuals subsequently nominated I24 community leaders to serve
on the Task Force. On ]une L4, L993, the Executive Committee of the
Board selected 33 people from the overall tist of nominees to be
invited to form the Task Force. Twenty-seven individuals eventually
accepted invitations to undertake the effort, and, at the request of
the Board, Nelson Rising, Senior Parhrer of Maguire Thomas
Partners, agreed to sen¡e as the Chair.
The Task Force first met on |uly 28,1993. After considerable
discussion, technical briefings, and additional meetings, four
working subcommittees were created: (1) Integrated Resources
Ptanning (IRP) and Rate Stn¡ctures, chaired by Raymond L. Orbach,
Chancellor, University of California, Riversid e; (2) Extemal
Relations, chaired by Beth Rogers, Managrng Parbrer, Pacific Earth
Resources; (3) Business Practices, chaired by ]acques Yeager, Sr.,
President, E.L. Yeager Construction Co., Inc.; and (4) Human
Resources and Diversity, co-chaired by Bondie Gambrell, President,
Forty Acres Real Estate Company and PatV DeDominic, President,
PDQ Personnel Services, Inc.

After the organizational structure of the Task Force was
established, the Board approved a budget for the effort, an executive
director was selected, and each Subcommittee secured outside

consultant assistance as necessary to complete its review. The Task
Force met several times in executive, plenary and Subcommittee
sessions during August-December, 1993 to develop a set of findings
and a series of recommendations for the Board's consideration in
each area of concern.

This Report details the results of the Task Force's examination
of several substantive areas within the MWD, all of which were
undergoing rapid change. Functioning as a "citizen's committee" of
private-sector individuals concerned about water issues in Southern
California, the Task Force evaluated Metropolitan's processes for
reaching fundamental resource and policy decisions, and its general
business and personnel practices.
From the outset, the Task Force Report recognized that it could
not, and did not want to serve as an outside auditor or management
consultant for Metropolitan. Rather than focus on complex
statistical issues or intricate policy debates, the findings and
recorunendations presented in this Report are intended to signal
general areas that the volunteer members of the Task Force, after
several months of study, believe merit additional Board and MWD
staff attention. It is hoped that concerned readers will look beyond
potential disagreements over comparatively minor matters and treat
the broad themes developed in the Report as an invaluable
barometer of public concern in an era when public understanding and
support is increasingty critical to Metropolitan's mission.
The Metropolitan Board of Directors demonstrated
considerable initiative and confidence in requesting this first-ever
comprehensive, outside ¿ìssessment of the District's activities. The
goal of the Report is to assist Metropolitan continue its remarkable
level of service to the people of Southern California in providing
reliable, affordable wholesale water supplies during the currently
challenging times in the water industry.
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Introdu c ti on

Metropolitan's Strategic Challenges and
The Task Force Report
From its inception in 1928, the Metropolitan water District
(Metropolitan or the MwD) has established an enviable record of
reliability, unsurpassed engineering quality, and public sen¡ice while
providing Southern Californiarrs with the wholesale water supplies
on which their livelihoods depend. As the largest water district of its
kind in the world, Metropolitan's many achievements include the
construction of the Colorado River Aqueduct and a key role in the
continuous expansion and improvement of the California State
Water Project. The MWD's importance to our region's social and
economic vitality is further exemplified by its status as the anchor
financial rating institution in the western United States.

Unlike more stable, ea¡lier periods, Metropolitan's mission
and operational practices are now subject to extensive reappraisal.
Chief ¿unong its new challenges is intensified competition for
California's scarce water resources, as burgeoning demands for
agricultural, industrial, urban and envi¡onmental water-and the
prolonged recent drought-generate ever-more painful allocation
decisiorrs, ãrd as the state's Colorado River rights are reduced.
These supply concerns are exacerbated by the still-unresolved
problem of transporting State Water Project flows through the
Sacramento and San foaquin Delta, and increasingly stringent
federal and state water quality standards. At the same time,
Melropolitan faces intensified demands for social diversity,
environmental sensitivity, and regional growth coordination that
profoundly affect how it defines and carries out its functions.

All of these challenges make the MWD's task of providing
reliable wholesale water supplies at a price its customers can afford
increasingly difficult. In response, Metropolitan has initiated
several measures, many of which are unprecedented since its
formation in 1928:

I

a

o

.

¡

Proposed major capital improaement program.
Metropolitan is poised to begin a major capital
improvement program, valued at close to $6 billion. The
centerpieces of the program-and nearly haU its cost-are
the Domenigoni Reservoir and Inland Feeder projects,
designed to increase local water storage flexibility, insure
against inter-mountain supply disruptions, link the East
Branch of the State Water Project to the Colorado River
Aqueduct to enhance water quality and delivery
capabilities, and facilitate better system maintenance.

Neut key management and Board personnel. Metropolitan
has recently hired a new General Manager and General
Counsel, and is continuing its search for a Personnel
Drector. Hatf of the MWD's Division Managers are
new to their positions within the last year. In December,
a new Chair and officers were elected to head the MWD
Boa¡d of Di¡ectors, which has itself experienced more
than a70"/" membership turnover in the last th¡ee ye¿ìrs.
Nooel water transfer legislation and transactions. The
MWD was i¡rstrunrental i¡r securing legislation
permitting water trarrsfers from the federal Central
Valley Project, and it continues to press for similar
measures regarding State Water Project supplies.
Metropolitan is completing the first-ever contract to
purchase water from a Central Valley Project contractor
under the authority of the Central Valley Project
Improvement Act.
Outreach to mantber agencies. Under the direction of the
new General Manager, Metropolitan has taken steps to
involve member agencies more fully in its decision
making, induding a novel "American Assembly" which,
for the first time ever, brought MWD, Board, and
member agency staff together to discuss major strategic
issues.

o Commitment

to diaersity. In recent hearings and other
public communications, Metropolitan has made
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particularly strong commitments to diversify its staff and
ambitious affirmalive action and minority,/ women
owned bu siness enterp rise c on tracting

.

.
.

obj ectives.

Outside reaieuts. Over the past several months, the
Melropolitan Board and management staff have
initiated lwo unprecedented reviews of the MWD's
operations by public, independent entities, the
Operations and Engineering Peer Review, and the BIue
Ribbon Task Force.
Completion of the first-eaer MWD senior management
retreat to stimulate staff and interagency coordination.
Completion by the Board and Senior Management
the first-eaer Metropolitan Strategic PIan.

in

1.993

of

o lnitiation of a noael integrated resources planning

effort,
including the inaolaement of member agency managers,
to define Metropolitan's future operational objectiaes.

o

Deaelopment and partial Board approaal of innooatioe rate
structure reaisions designed to rationalize
Metropolitan's reuenue stream with respect to its fixed

and aariable

costs.

In general, the Task Force was impressed with the MWD's
professiona'lism and dedication to the people of Southern Califomia
and the State. The fact that the Board of Di¡ectors initiated this
review of the MWD's activities reflects considerable foresight and
seU-confidence. In most ¿ìreas of concern, Metropolitan has already
begun positive responses or is planning corrective measures. The
Task Force applauds the MWD's achievements and its efforts to
identify and solve its problem a¡eas.
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The purposes of this Report are to:

underscore the necessity for Metropolitan to maintain-and,
in some cases, substantially enhance-its ongoing responses to new
and difficult challenges;
(1,)

(2) discuss current and potential problems with certain
Me tropolitan strategies and provide positive corrective suggestions;

and

identify additional areas of concem that Metropolitan has
yet to explicitly consider, and provide recorunendatiors for
(3)

addressing them.
This Report is comprised of five parts: Pa¡t I, Integrated
Resources Planning and Rate Sfructures; Part II, External Relations;
Part III, Business Practices; Part fV, Human Resources and Diversity;
and Part V, Issues Not Addressed in this Report.
The first two parts examine many of the long-range planning
artd governance issues confronting Metropolitan. Their major
theme is that in the current and reasonably foreseeable future, the
MWD ca¡rnot function simply as a utility providing engineering
solutions to Southern California's water supply, distribution, and
quality challenges. Metropolitan must irrstead continue its ongoing
evolution into a regional, if not state-wide governa.nce organization
to generate creative solutions to eústing and future water issues,
and then help build ¡hs alliances and consensus necessary to realize
outcomes that best sen¡e the public interest.
Parts Itr and fV assess Metropolitan's progress in improving
its most important management, personnel and operational
functions. The Task Force found that Metropolitan has made
substantial improvements, but that much work remains to be done in
several specific areas.

Part V briefly considers several matters that the Task Force
considers of importance for Metropolitan's future success, but which
were not explicitly addressed rn this Report.
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Part I:

Integrated Resources Planning and
Rate Structure Proposals
After several years of limited system improvements and
comparatively stable water rates, Metropolitan is once again
planning several major construction projects, activities wfuch will
almost certainly require substantial rate increases or other revenue
enhancements. The MWD has instituted two i¡rnovative procedures
to identify its capital investment goals and the best means for
achieving them: lrtegrated Resources Planning (IRP) and rate
structure proposals. The Task Force believes that supporting and
expanding the scope of Mefropolitan's current IRP and rate
structure initiatives are critically important if the organization is to
meet its objectives and continue to serve the public iñterest.
Four aspects of Metropolitan's IRP and rate structure
activities were examined-(l) the integration of both efforts with
MWD's overall decision making process, (2) IR'P planning
techniques, (3) rate structure proposal issues, and (4) regional and
statewide water policy governance concerns.
1. The IRP/Rate Structure Process and

MWD Decision Making.

A. Findings
Current demand and supply volatility makes defining MWD's
optimal water resource mix much more complex than in the past.
Each combination of potential resources generates a different set of
supply, water quality, project cost, and member agency burdensharing risks. The MWD's IRP process began with the Board
establishing specific reliability and supply objectives. Then, wittr such
goals in mind, the IRP sought to find the most appropriate mix of
water sources-including imported water, local groundwater
supplies/ conseryation and best management practice techniques,
reclamation, desalination, and water transfers from the State Water

and Central Valley Projects-and system improvements that could
realize its objectives.
MWD's rate structure proposals address concems that as
MWD emba¡ks on the capital improvement program or other
ambitrous construction efforts, it will incur vastly increased fixed
costs arising from the expense of bond financing to pay for capital
expenditures. These debt sen¡ice charges would be added to the
MWD's already substantial fixed obligations arising from its State
Water Project commitments-Metropolitan's contract with the State
requires it to pay a greater amount per acre foot than originally
anticipated without enforceable delivery guarantees-and recurring
maintenance and administration charges. Metropolitan's additional
cost burdens were projected in 1991 to increase the wholesale price of
water from approximately $200 to closê to $700 per acre foot, a level
that could seriously undermine demand for Metropolitan water. In
addition, the drought increased member agency awareness of other,
non-MWD sources of supply, such as reclamation, consewation and
water markets.
Since raising ad oalorem property taxes is not currently being
considered, MWD would increasingly be forced to cover its fixed
costs with variable revenue sources, largely through increased water
sales income. At the same time, increased water rates would likely
decrease member agency demand for MWD water, which in turn
would reduce incomeand possibly the need for some capital
prograrrìs. Metropolitan's proposed new rate structures attempt to
increase member agency fixed payments to cover fixed MWD
expenses independent of the volume of water the agencies purchase,
but, as discussed in Part I.3 below, do not yet sufficiently resolve this
crucial issue and fail to recognize the dampening effect higher prices
will likely have on water demand.
The IRP and rate sbr¡cture proposals were initially conceived
as comparatively simply engineering and financial exercises. IRP
would set the system-wide plumbing, storage, local project
development and other "hardware" parameters required to meet
certain reliabitity or quality goals. A new rate stmcture would
establish the best way to pay for the resulting improvements.
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lp.uctice, both have become much more sophisticated,,

politically sensitive efforts and a¡e intimately inteitrvined. Most
participants now recognize that there is a range of possible solutions
that ultimajely depend on the degree to which interagency
consensus-building, and influence at the state and federal level, can
be achieved. The implications of this evolution are discussed in part
I.4, and Part II, below.
At present, the relationship between the IRp a¡rd actual MwD
engineering rt d project decision making is ambiguous, partially due
to the problem of coordinating ongoing, Board-ãpproned
construction projects with the IRP process. Prior to IRp completion,
in accordance with approved plans, the MWD has spent at least $200
million in improvements at the Domenigoni Reservõir project site,
begun blasting apart a mountain for the required dam landfill, a¡rd
released Press statements heralding the imminent construction of an
800,000 acre foot storage facility-the largest possible configuration.
since the scale, timing and desirability of such projects as the
Domenigoni Resen¡oir are now subject to IRP review-which may
conclude that certain currently planned initiatives are too costly or
that better alternatives for meeting operational objectives e*istthere is a latent terrsion between the IRP and existing capital
improvement priorities that the MwD has previously developed.
The IRP and rate structure efforts a¡e also not yet fully
rntegrated, although the Strategic Plan commits the MWD to linking
both efforts. The same MWD staff and member agency
representatives are involved in both the IRP and rate structure
initiatives, but each is proceedi^g somewhat independently from the
other. The Board recently approved a new rate sbr¡cture for t99S96, for example, that will generate fixed revenues to amortize
capital improvement program debt expenses before the extent and
scope of these projects-and their cost-has been determined by the
IRP process.

As a result, IRP participants a¡e in effect being asked to define
future operational and resource objectives without at the same time
directly considering the costs or revenue stream implications of the
choices th"y will make. Discussions over possible rate stmcture
revisions amount to setting prices for water, corrstruction and other
-l-

MwD

seryices before the quality and volume of such "products" has
been defined through the IRP. Further, the impact of new rate
structures on MWD invesfment and member agency water purchase
and investment decisions has been overlooked.

In the past, major policy decisions have been undertaken by the
MWD with largely informal member agency coordination. Although
both the IRP and rate structure efforts directly involve member
agencies in setting functional objectives, performance standards and
the development of background materials such as the Strategic
Resources Assessment-and to some extent, other outside
participants-the precise role of non-MWD participation in IRP and
rate structure discussions often seenìs limited to commenting on
Metropolitan-generated objectives rather than considering de noao
functional objectives and performance standards.

B. Re.comme.ndations.
The IRP process should actually goaern MWD mgineering,
inpestment and operational decisions. To effectively
establish MWD's future priorities, the IRP should
una:rtbiguously be the central planning process for the
organization, not an "exercise" subject to revision, or
rejection, as Metropolitan staff sees fit. Major
investrnent projects, including the Inland Feeder and
Domenigoni Reseroir, should not be undertaken
independently from the IRP. Unless the IRP participants
clearly understand that their choices will have real
consequences for MWD and the region's water policy,
they will have no incentive to carefully appraise their
options, revise the IRP process as necessary, and develop
a strategy that can reliably guide Metropolitan's future
decision making.
o

The IRP and rate structure proposals should be formally, and
functionally, integrated. Metropolitan must explicitly
tink IRP system choices to the cost a¡rd risk commitrnents
member agencies must make when considering various
rate structure proposals. This requirement Soes beyond
simply designating the s¿une personnel for both activities,
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2. The Integrated Resources Planning (IRp) process.

A. Findings,
The IRP Process is a pioneering step in regional and Catifornia
water policy planning. There are several issues the MWD should
consider as the effort evolves.

The extent to which Metropolitan can obtain comprehensive
agreements from appropriate water agencies about such matters as
groundwater management will likely affect the scope of construction
proþcts and other investments it must make to meet its operational
goals. At present, agency coordination is not adequately modelled in
the IRP. The possibility, for example, that major Southem
California reseruoir projects might be scaled back if the agencies that
control surplus groundwater storage reseryes coordinate their
activities is not explicitly incorporated into any IRP planrring
scenario.
The IRP also generally ¿tssumes a static political environment
affecting possible MWD water supplies and other operational
concerns. Politically-sensitive decisions, such as access to the
Colorado, new envi¡onmental or other water set-asides, qualiry
standards, or modifyrng MWD's (currently heavy) State Water
Project financial burdens can have a substantial effect on
Metropolitan's potential resource mix and water supply reliability.
Mounting major political efforts to influence outcomes relating to
such crucial issues is not, however, considered an integral strategic
option in the IRP.
Several water supply sources, such as Central Valley Project
and other water tra¡tsfers, are treated as residual factors in the IRP,
and not part of the primary resource mix. The IRP estimates total
"conventional" supplies from anticipated demand. A^y shorffall is
assumed to be filled by water transfers or other non-traditional
sources. This treatment may understate the potential size and scope
of new resources and focus attention on a more linrited range of
options for future water supply management.
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The IRP estimates of total water demand are based on a static
model that is used to project per capita water use and then combined
with popuþtion growth and land use forecasts provided by outside
agencies. The model is based on past behavior and may nót describe
the true range of future options. Further, the IRp analyses that are
derived fronn the water demand models do not adequately consider
the potential effects of cost increases, lifestyle changes, enhanced
conseryation technologies, and other factors on regional water use.
The MWD itself has an influence on future Southern California
population exp¿üìsion and development patterns (such as lot sizes
and landscaping practices) because of its pricing and supply
capabilities. These fundamental relationships are not addressed in
the IRP.
Several operational and other requirements a¡e not explicitly
factored into the costs associated with various MWD resourle
mixes. Although tightening federal and state sta¡rdards have
required substantial filtration and R&D expenditures by MWD, and
affect the way that water can be used for groundwater
replenishment and residential use, water quality expenses are not
presently considered in achieving the IRP resource mix.

The IRP also assumes that "Best Management Practices" and
local resource investments such as reclamation, will be limited in
scope and not require substantial expenditures to achieve.
Implementing Best Management Practices standards and building
local water recycling or other capabilities requires MWD and agency
expenditures that should explicitly be considered as part of the
overall costs needed to realize a desi¡ed water supply.
The IRP was originally designed primarily as a one-time effort
to set consür¡ction a¡rd service priorities for several years in the
future. Current plans envision follow-on sessions but these have yet
to be clearly defined in scope and time. The emphasis on the current
planning process and lack of a fixed follow-on effort may encourage
investments that might be better deferred, modified, or even
scrapped as future demand, supply or other circumstances deviate
from the plan's initial assumptions. A more fledble approach would
be to treat current resource mix and reliability goals as
approximations of future requirements, and distinguish priority
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from less imperative projects useful more for insur¿u1ce than to meet
current problems. Planned outlays and operational goals would then
be reassessed at regular intervals to re-establish priority and
staggered investments for the following period until the next plan
review is conducted.
Metropolitan's IRP process begins by establishing reliability
and sen¡ice standãuds, a¡rd then attempts to develop the least costly,
most effective resource mix that will meet its goals. Another
approach would be to start with the amount member agencies are
willing to pay for system-wide improvements over a period of time,
and derive from that figure the maximum reliability and
performance capabilities MWD can afford to make. At present,
these two methods will likely generate widely divergent results
because the IRP does not adequately reexamine the reliability and
other baseline assumptions affecting resource mix debates. If the
IRP results are valid, each method should reasonably approximate
the results of the other.
As different resource, reliability and operational goals are
considered, IRP participants are not presented with futly articulated
alternative models. The curent practice is to make marginal
changes in an assumed base resource mix in response to new cost,
technologcul, political or other concerns. This þractice may timit the
participants' understanding about the implicati-ons of diffeient
options, and artificially constrain the range of choices they take into
account.
B

O

.

Recommendations.

Explicitly model the relationship between resource choices
and aarious cooperatiae regional water management
agreanents. As part of the IRP, MWD should explicitly
model a range'of inter-agency water use and storage
agreements, including groundwater martagement, from
a "no agreement" baseline to much more cooperative
arrangements, to illustrate the relationship between
member and other appropriate agency collaboration and
MWD operational goals, resource mix options, and
costs. The coordination of member, non-member and
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.

sub-agency water policies and prograns will affect
regional water resource costs and reliability, and
Metrop oli tan's func ti onal scope and resp onsibiliry.

c lncorporate political factors into the IRp, The IRp should
expressly consider whether committing resources to
obtain more favorable legal results-securing federal
guarantees for maximum Colorado River Aqueduct
ufilization, for example, or working in Sacramento to
reduce State Water Project financial obligations or
strengthen the Project's delivery guarantees-makes
sense as part of Metropolitan's long term strategies.

o

o

c

Water transfer supply resources should be actiaely
incorporated into the potential resource mix. The IRp
should explicitly consider the costs and benefits
associated with securing major water tra¡rsfers rather
than treat such supplies as residual or secondary
resources. The environmental and economic impacts to
the regions from which water rights are purchased
should be part of the planning process.
Water demand aariations should be less static. The IRP
should develop a range of demand levels considering the
potential effects of such factors as future price increases,
coordinated regional growth management strategies,
new development charges, and enhanced delivery and
conseruation technologies on regional water use. In
particular, Metropolitan's own impacts on baseline
population, development pattems, and water use levels
should be explicitly corsidered.
Water quality slnuld be factored in as an explicit cost. The
IRP should explicitly consider optiors and costs
associated with achieving water quality standa¡ds
compliance, and the system-wide implications for
delivering or procuring filtered and u¡rfiltered water wittr
the willingness of member agencies to pay for such
options. h addition, the MWD should evaluate the
benefits and costs associated with expanded parallel
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distribution systems to provide untreated or grey water
supplies for uses that do not require filtered, treated
water.
o

with Best Management Practices and local
projects should be clearly established and eaaluated. The
IRP should fleúbly assess the costs and benefits of

Costs associated

achieving Best Management Practices and local project
subsidies, ffid broaden the extent to which these
components of the IRP might vary as part of the regional
resource mix.

.Continuously stagger and reassess inaestment needs. The
IRP should consider staggering investments over a
period of time to evaluate whether the predicted
requirements in fact materialize. At regular intervals, the
timing and scope of planned inveshnents should be
reassessed and modified as ci¡cumstances wa:rant.
a

Deriae IRP results starting from a willingness to pay
perspectiae as weII as fro* reliability and supply goals to
assess whether current planning efforts adequately "loop
bAck" and force the reappraisal of initial reliability and
other operational assumptions. Member agencies, and
other water users, may have a desire to improve
retiability and perfonnance capabilities beyond their
willingness or ability to pay for such improvements. In
the event of substantial divergences in various water
users' willingness to pay for MWD capacities,
Metropolitan may wish to consider more flexibly pricing
wholesale water supplies to reflect the levels of reliability
and cost burdens that each user desires and is willing to
bear. Effective planning can only occur after the
maximum level of current and future investrnent member
agencies will bear has been determined.
Educate IRP participants by modelling alternatiae future
scenarios rnore clearly rather than make marginal
modifications to the baseline scenario'
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c

o

As part of the IRP process, the MWD should consider
deaeloping coordination agreements with member and
other releaant agencies that haae extensiae groundu:ater
basins that could be used by the MWD to increase
storage. Incentive progranìs should be established
wherever useful and feasible to compensate member and
other gtoundwater agencies for storing MWD water for
future use by Metropolitan.

MWD must continue to deoelop planning and pricing
policy relationships u:ith its member agencies.
Involvement by the member agencies in MWD planning
should not be limited to mere representation ttrough the
MWD Board membership, but through explicit
communication channels with member agency personnel.
Where appropriate-in groundwater management, for
example-non-member water agencies should also be
part of the planning process.

The

The MWD should assure tlut the IKP process actiaely
considers ozserall "public benefits." The IRP planning
process could lirnit growth and stifle economic
development instead of erùrancing these goals unless
linked to a basic sense of which outcomes best generate
overall public benefits and welfare. Defining such
standards, and integrating them into the IRP process
should therefore be an integral part of the MWD's
planning agenda.
3. The Rate Structure Proposals

A. Findings

An effective rate stn¡cture should generate sufficiently stable
revenues to cover fixed costs, and stimulate careful consideration of
the costs and benefits associated with capital projects, alternative
water supplies, and consump tion. Metropolitan's proposals
recognize and address these issues, but several potential problems
remain.
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The proposed rate structures primarily create two new
obligations on member agencies, a Readiness to Serve Charge and a
New Demand Charge. The Readiness to serve charge is intended
to provide stable revenue to cover the fixed costs associated with the
capital improvement projects to meet eústing users' untreated
water quality and reliability needs. The New Demand Charge
would shift the costs of increased system capacity to the users that
generate the new demands on MWD.

As the concept has evolved, each member agency will
eventually pay a Readiness to Serve Charge based on its average
MWD water purchases over the previous four years. The amount of
revenue anticipated from current Readiness to Serve Charge
proposals appears to be much less than the anticipated fixed costs
associated with a fully implemented capital improvement program.
Worse, as year-to-year water use changes for each agency,
some will bear more of the Readiness to Serve Charge burden, and
others less, depending on each agency's desire and ability to utilize
alternatives to MWD supplies. To reduce the range of Readiness to
Serve Charge burden shifting, MWD's proposals would limit the
reduction any one agency could achieve to 50% of its L989-93
consumption levels. This limitation still permits dramatic variations
from initial Readiness to Serve Charge commitments. Some
member agencies<specially those with a number of water supply
alternatives-may not adequately weigh the costs and benefits of
proposed projects at the outset.
The New Demand Charge also does not yet require up-front
agency com:nitrnents. Under current proposals, MWD could still
initiate projects on its owrt, and only when demand actually
increases above a baseline ¿unount would the agencies that require
and benefit from the new capacity actually have to pay for such
improvements. The timing, scope and extent of New Demand
Charge investrnents and payments are not synchronized, forcing
Metropolitan to unilaterally forecast future demand and initiate
projects, rather than secure up-front commitments from agencies
that want additional system capacity improvements. This strategy
commits current resources without guaranteeing the future revenues
to pay for new investments.
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An additional problem with the New Demand Charge is that
the definition of current versus "new" capacity expenditurËs could
severely harm future development and economic vitality if not
carefully assessed. Current users-which conlrol the Boa¡d-will
have incentives to define new and future capacity investments rn
ways that may shift the costs of system improvements that actually
benefit both current and future consumers exclusively onto future
users. Such a result could negatively affect Southern California's
economic development options.

MWD's proposals will also modify its basic water sales rates.
As an increasing amount of revenue is obtained from fixed
commitments like the Readiness to Serve and New Demand
Charges, the variable unit price of wholesale water sales will fall
(although the total cost of water to the end user will increase
significantly when fixed charges are factored into the price). This
may cause variable water rates to deviate substantially from real
marginal costs, even though member agencies are likely to derive
thei¡ retail or secondary wholesale prices from a combination of the
fixed and variable water charges they pay.
The recent rate structure revisions also create a new peaking
charge to recover the operational and capital costs associated with
customer demand spikes during periods of low water supplies. The
present level of the peaking charge-$6 million-is not yet adequate to
cover the actual costs of customer peaking, but rather reflects the
member agencies' desire for a period of phased-in implementation of
the new expense.

MWD has not proposed revisions to its drought allocation
policy, the Incremental Lrternrption and Consen¡ation Plan. At
present, in drought emergencies, member agencies are given an
allotment based on their 1989-90 share of total MWD consumption,
and cha¡ged a higher amount for purchases above their allocated
levels. If member agencies in fact do cut back consumption below the
base allocatioñ, âs was the case in the early 1990s, MWD may not
generate enough revenue to cover its fixed and drought-related
costs, necessitating future, substantial rate increases. Should this
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occur, public support for conservation and lrust in Metropolitan may

fall

The new rate structures also do not address the severe
problems many water-dependent industries are expenencing as
Metropolitan water rates climb. Agriculfure in the MWD sen¡ice
area, for example, which consumes about 5/" of Metropolitan's
overall water deliveries, is being severely hurt by escalating water
costs and the risk of service interruptions. Th¡oughout the region,
but especially in areas like San Diego, where the delivery of
untreated MWD water supplies is limited, gfowers frequently must
pay the highest MWD treated water rates. Yet-together with other
uses such as direct and in lieu replenishment and sea water barrier
programs-they receive the lowest delivery priority during
shortages.

Already high, dramatically escalating water costs and
uncertain supplies are causing many long-term, productive groves
and farms to be retired, and are also adversely affecting other
horticultural activities, such as nurseries, that generate substantial
urban revenues and employment. Despite the economic and social
consequences of the Southern California agricultural retrenchment,
there is no systematic analysis, let alone creative mitigation of water
pricing and serwice concerns.
a fixed fee of $154 per acre foot for
approved member agency reclamation projects, and a varying
amount up to $250 per acre foot for groundwater recovery efforts.

Curently, MWD pays

The real value of such local projects to Metropolitan in fact varies
substantially with water ayailability. The rate structure proposals
do not effectively approximate Metropolitan's real ma¡ginal and
avoided local project costs over time. As resource options change,
this deficiency does not encourage the optimal integration of water
resources.

In December,1993, the Board approved several new categories
of rate charges that will be gradually imposed in later years. The
Board deferred the imposition of Readiness to Serve or New
Demand Charges in 1993-94 and voted i¡rstead to extend the
increase in parcel taxes that had been imposed in 1993-94 for 7994-
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95. This "standby charge" will raise approximately $s0 million to
cover estimated capital improvement program expenses associated
with meeting certain continuing-as opposed to fulure-service
requirements (even though the IRP process has yet to define the
MWD's capital investment priorities). Water rates will also rise by
about 6.5%.
For 1.995-96, the Board agreed to abolish the parcel tax standby
charge in favor of a Readiness to Serve Charge that will generate
approximately $66 million per yeæ, an amor¡nt the MWD believes to
be equal to the anticipated debt service generated by capital
improveTent program costs attributable to maintaining existing
untreated water system capacity. These estimates, however, have
been made prior to the clarification of actual MWD capital
improvement program objectives in the ongoing IRP process. A New
Demand Charge is also slated to be imposed :n.1996-9z,well after
Tany capital improvements affecting increased capacity will tikely
have been initiated. The Boa¡d also requested from the MWD staff
several studies of demand charge and seasonal storage options, the
impacts on Metropolitan of agency water use variation, and local
project sensitivity to rate changes.
Securing member agency commitrnents to pay for new
categories of fixed charges as specified in the revised rate structures
is a considerable achievement for the Board and MWD staff. The
current challenge is to closely coordinate the further definition of the
precise burden, form, and method of payment of the new charges
with the IRP process in an interactive manner (see Part I.1 and Pa¡t
I.2, above) so that costs and system improvements a¡e
simul taneously determined.

It is not sufficient for the IRP to simply generate system
specificatiors, and then to use these results to mechanically
determine the amou¡rt in each new category of charges that the
member agencies will have to pay. The goal of the IRP and rate
structure efforts is to assure reliable water supplies at a price that
Southern California businesses and consumers can afford. This can
only be achieved by continually weighing system improvement
objectives against specific cost burdens at the wholesale and retail
levels, an objective that will require close, and continuous linkage
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between both the IRP and rate structure efforts. A failure to
adequately cover capital improvement program fixed debt burdens,
or ambiguity in the method of funding such obligations, can alss
adversely impair the MWD's financial base.

B.

Recommendations.

o

The MWD's nezts rate structures should ensure adequate
coaerage of the fixed commitments for projects that
generate additional fixed costs for Metropolitan. To
force MWD's member agencies and other water
consumers to price, rationally appraise, and commit to
new construction, rate structures like the Readiness to
Serve and New Demand Charges should be sufficient to
cover the fullfixed experìse of new projects without
substantial modifications based on water use or other
variable factors. Implementing this policy may require
MWD to allocate rights in its water supplies to member
agencies based on their fixed payment commitrnents.

o

If a comprehensiae Readiness to Serae and New
Deaelopment pricing scheme is implemented,

secondary

markets should be established by the MWD to allow the
transfer of member agency excess water entitlements to
other users tlut may need additional water supplies. A
secondary market for the water entitlements created by a
Readiness to Serve and New Demand Charge system
would provide member agencies with a mechanism to
reduce their fixed commitments to the MWD by selling
the water entitlements for which th"y have no need.
Conversely, MWD customers that may require
additional supplies could obtain them through such
secondary market purchases, avoid payrng new
development charges, and reduce pressure on the MWD
for additional system expansion.
O

If

current proposals cannot adequately address the MWD's
rel)enue and pricing clullenges, then alternative rate
structure repisions should be explored, such as using
higher aariable water rates to increase the rate
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sta,bili.zation

fund and coael fixed

utilizing ad valorem

costs, or creatiaely
or other fixed reaenue

enlnncements. As at least a short-term alternative in the
event effective Readiness to Serve and New Demand
Charges cannot be established, the MWD should
consider modifying its current water prices to build a
reserye for its fixed cost coverage. While rates may
slightly rise if sales fall, in general this strategy would
more accurately cause water prices to reflect the
marginal cost to MWD, inclusive of capital investments,
and therefore encourage more efficient water allocation.
An additional alternative may be to utilize ad ualorem
parcel or other fixed revenue sources more flexibly,
including comparatively novel arangements in which
certain agencies may elect to pay property taxes,
Readiness to Serve Charges, New Demand Charges or
higher variable water rates according to their individual
preferences and requirements.
o

The peaking charge should recoî)er the actual economic costs
generated by peaking behaaior and not be set by political
considerations.

o

MWD rate structure proposals should reaise and improoe
the emergency allocation programs and local project
pricing schemes to reflect MWD's real marginal and
auoided costs and reaenue requirements.

a

Comprehensiae rate structure reoísions should not be
further delayed, and pressing MWD renenue needs
should be addressed as soon as possible.

o

In coordination utith member agencies and other
appropriate water entities, the MWD should

explore and
implement measures to mitigate the adoerse effects of
rising watr rates on agricultural and other waterdependent industries tlwt do not require the same
reliability and utater quality as othq urban users. The
MWD should sporìsor efforts to resolve the adverse
impact rising water rates and low reliability are having
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on Southern California agriculture and other waterdependent industries to ensure against major job and
business losses. Possible solutions include: (1) permitting
agriculture to purchase surplus water, when ãvailable, ãt
below the MWD's marginal but above its variable cosç
(2) the creation of two-tiered rates for certain industrial
or agricultural users; or (3) the provision of a "valueadded" water rate credit for industrial users that
generate jobs and revenues for the community at large.
a

Metropolitan should explicitly seek the optimal integration
of water resources through its rate structures since water
pricing, in the absence of comprehensiae interagency
zuater coordination agreements, is likely to be the most
effectiae tool for some time for selecting among imported
wAter, reclamation, desalting, and other supply options.

4. Governance.

A.

Findings.

Both the IRP and rate stnrcture revision efforts clearly
demonstrate the importance of governance issues to MWD's
mission. In the past, Metropolitan could plausibly generate system
needs intemally and adjust rates as required to pay for the
improvements. In the current environment, inter-agency
coordination is critical to establish the most efficient resource base
responsive to the public need, and then secure the funding
commitments to pay for necessary investments.

MWD system costs, reliability and supply standards will likely
vary considerably with the extent to which member agencies, and
other significant water management entities, agree to coordinate
regional water management. Comparatively inerpensive options
are possible in the event groundwater storage, conser:vation a¡rd
emergency use strategies can be regionally integrated. Increased
cooperation between MWD and regional water agencies is critical to
avoid costly projects, or forcing MWD to construct massive storage
and delivery facilities to mitigate potential peaking problems and
local supply intemrptions.
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Governance skills also will determine if MWD can actually p^y
for its future projects. with bond and properÇ tax revenues limited,
and in an era of high business and consumer rate sensitivity, MWD
can no longer aÍford to build major facilities and hope that member
agencies will buy enough water to pay for them over several years.
The wide variation in member agency local water supply and project
options means that each agency will differently value MwD water
and facilify investments, a fact that can frusrrate needed revenue
agreements.
The Task Force was troubled to learn, for example, that some
of the member agencies most strongly supporting big-ticket projects
like the Domenigoni resen¡oir also had the most aggressive plans to
reduce their future MWD water purchases and develop independent
supplies. In effect, such agencies appear to want MWD to develop
costly backup capacity-or insurance-for thei¡ local supply strategies,
while seeking to shift the costs for these benefits on to Metropolita¡r
and other agencies and consumers.
Even if a resource and financing strategic consensus could be
built among Metropolitan's member and other relevant agencies, the
problem of actually realizing the plan's objectives at the consumer
level would remain. MWD can attempt to set prices and build
facilities to achieve certain levels of corsumption or conservation,
but its actions will have little effect unless its own agencies, and the
consumers that the member agencies themselves serve, price their
products and make investrnents in a corrsistent fashion. Secondary
wholesale and retail charges can double the cost of water to final
consumers from MWD price levels. Depending on how these
charges a¡e structured at the retail level, Metropolitan's intended
price and sen¡ice incentives may be severely distorted.

As a result, regional governance concerT¡s are at the heart of
Metropolitan's planning, pricing, ild strategic implementation
activities.
Governance is also fundamental to MWD's mission in the
larger sense of affecting the political decisions at the state and
federal level that will shape Metropolitan's fundamental resource,
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financial and utilization options. Southern California faces
substantial water supply and distribution challenges that witl likety
not be seriously discussed, let alone resolved, if not comprehensively
reviewed on a regional, statewide, or federal basis. In the
contemporary envi¡onment, Metropolitan should actively sponsor
the regional, statewide and even national discussions necessary to
shape its own future and serve the greater public interest.
Sirnilarly, the third-party impacts of many water resource
choices and pricing policies are usually not factored into
procurement decisions. Water transfers or capacity acquisition
charges might benefit certain consumers, but could also harm others,
such as the economies of communities from which water trarrsfers
take place, or newly developing areas that must bear comparatively
high new development water costs. While special interests may
effectively advocate thei¡ own concerns, the broader public interest
may be overlooked.

The Task Force believes that the full range of costs, benefits
and social concerns latent in complex water policy issues is not beit g
adequately assessed at either the regional, state, or the federal level.
One of Metropolitan's fundamental responsibilities should be to use
its considerable influence to help fiU this leadership void.

B.
o

Recommendations.

Metropolitan should explicitly commit itself to becoming, or
building, a regional goaernance institution facilitating
member, groundwater management and retail agency
consensus about water policy goals and cooperatiae
managanent. Management, staff and external relations
strategies should be immediately implemented consistent

with that objectiae.
o

To facilitate regional coordination, Metropolitan should
initiate discussions among its member agencies
concerning the institutional enlwncements tlut might be
required for it to function as a regional goaernance
entity, or to identifu other institutional innooations tlut
can accomplish this goal
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o

The MWD should directly, or help sponsor mechanisms to
address
the concerns of zuater users and other parties suffering
particularly adaerse harm fro^ water policy decisions,
such as agriculture and water transfer communities.

o

ln the mid- to long-term, the MWD

should seek to improoe

the method and quality of water policy debøtes at the
regional, state and federal leael to enhance the public's
interest (see Part lI, below).
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Part

II:

External Relations

As discussed in Part I, above, the Task Force believes that
MWD must become, or help develop a regional water policy
governance institution that can effectively, proactively interact with
member agencies, ârìd key local, state and federal officials. Recent
events underscore this conviction.

On December 9,1993, the state Department of Water
Resources (DWR), for the first time in the history of the State Water
Project, slashed the MIÂID's delivery request from just over 2 million
acre feet to approximately 1.4 million acre feet per year. State Water
Project water entitlements had been based on the percentage of total
costs contractors like Metropolitan paid in support of the State
Water Project, as specified in the basic service contract. Ignoring
years of precedent, however, the DWR unilaterally announced that it
would cut back all contractor delivery requests to reflect the actual,
historical provision of water during the period 1980-92 rather than
continue to honor requests based on State Water Project payment
burdens and contract entitlements.

If allowed to stand, the DWR's decision will reallocate 43"/o of
the State Water Project's available water to largely agricultural, San
Joaquin Valley contractors that pay just 32% of. the Project's cost.
Northern and Southern California urban contractors-including
Metropolitan-will receive just 57% of the State Water Project's
supplies despite paFng for 67"/o of the system's cost. To protest this
result, the MWD Boa¡d voted to delay its most recent $50 million
payment for State Water Project operations.

On December L5,7993, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), in conjunction with several other federal
agencies, proposed strict new standards for Sacramento Bay Delta
water quality, and additional listings of Delta fish under the
Endangered Species Act. The standards represented the first time
the federal government attempted to minutely regulate fresh water
use and flows through the critical Delta region, a decisions which
would profor.urdly affect supplies available for both the State Water
and Central Valley Projects. If the EPA proposals become law,
California urban and agricultural users will lose an estimated
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500,000 to 1.1

million acre feet of fresh water per year to Bay Delta

environmental applications.
Each

of these

cases illustrates that Southern California faces

intense, ongoing competition from extremely well-organized,
focused water advocates, particularly agriculture and
environmentalists. To ensure that urban water is supplied at a
reasonable cost and with acceptable reliability, users in the MWD
service area must be able to clearly define their priorities, set finite
objectives, and then mobilize political resources to best realize their
goals with the same passion and effectiveness as other water
interests, The Task Force interviewed over 40 political leaders,
member agency representatives, environmental and agricultural
advocates, Board members, âñd other urban water institutional staff
to evaluate the extent to which current MWD external relations
practices and capabilities meet such challenges.

A.

Eindings.

Metropolitan has long maintained a variety of formal and
informal contacts with member agencies, key legislators,
representatives of other water policy interest groups, other state
water leaders, and the Federal government. It has published several
newsletters and magazines that have now been consolidated into a
new publication, Aqueduct 2000. Since !982, over 5 million
elementary school students have participated in MWD-sponsored
educational progr¿uns. MWD government relations staff work
closely with chief Metropolitan in-house and contract legislative
personnel to lobby and maintain contact with officials in Sacramento
and Washington D.C. A series of divisional liaison meetings are
maintained between MWD staff and agency representatives,
supplemented with frequent public field suryeys of Metropolitan
facilities.
The MWD maintains a four-person staff in Sacramento to
facilitate its government relations activities. In Washington,
Metropolitan is represented by a contract lobbþt that also
represents other interests.
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In general, Metropolitan external relations staff and activities
are viewed positively by political and water policy leaders. The key
individuals involved are accessible and held rn high personal and
professional esteem. Information Metropolitan disseminates to
support the positions it advocates is seen as accurate, trustworthy
and technically excellent.

There are concerns that lines of communication within
Metropolitan are fragmented and unclear. Many inten¡iewees
expressed the conviction that dealing with the organization required
personal relationships with staff members. This is seen as limiting
effective external relations because as Personnel changes occur,
communication opportunities are disrupted. Key issues may not be
adequately addressed absent strong ties to advocates within the
MWD, and the resulting power that appeafs to accrue to particular
staff members may also contribute to perceptions that the MWD has
r¡nfocused, shif ting policies.
There is atso a lack of communication a¡rd clear lines of
authority within Metropolitan concerning staff responsibility for
specific policy issues. External relations matters are functionally
separated from other operational activities, although in practice
both are intimately related. Until recently, key personnel from one
part of Metropolitan did not regularly speak or coordinate with
óthers about crucial policy issues. In ]uly, 1993, an Executive Council
of top MWD ma,nagers w¿ts created by the new General Manager
and meets approximately every two weeks, or as otherwise required,
to discuss political and other management issues.
Several conìmentators exPressed concerns about the changlng
nature of the Board's relations with legislators artd other key
decision makers. In the Past, Board members are Perceived to have
been comparatively unified in their positions, arld willing to devote
considerable efforts to build and maintain close ties with
Sacramento, Washington and other water policy leaders. At present,
there is a view that the Board is less cohesive, zuld that many
members do not have the ability to advocate on behalf of MWD in
crucial political aren¿ìs. Some think that the Board is inaccessible
and unrepresentative of the population it currently serves, artd
therefore not as influential as in the Past.
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The Board has begun to address some of these concerns. In
early 1992, it created a Special Committee on Legislation which
meets approximately once a month to discuss, ¿unong other matters,
major policy concerrs confronting the MWD. Some Board members
believe the committee should more aggressively define mid- to longterm political objectives for Metropolitan, and then organize Boarã
support strategies to influence extemal decision makers.

Metropolitan's policy role is viewed as increasirgty defensive
and reactive, not as a proactive coalition and consensus-building
agent. Lr part this is due to modem trends in which elected officials
do not look to major agencies for legislative initiatives, but are
rather more skeptical about agency performance. At one time, the
MWD was extremely powerful, but the rise of new water policy
interest groups has diluted its impact, often to the point where it
cannot count on support from state and federal officials representing
its member constituencies.
The MWD is not seen as an effective coalition-builder, often
ignoring opportunities to build new alli¡1çss, iltd sometimes
alienating old allies. Agricultural leaders are particularly bitter
about Metropolitan's support for the Central Valley Project
Improvement Act and associated cooperation with
environme¡falisfs, which th"y feel was poorly handled and
needlessly antagonistic towards their constituents. Metropolitan
also does not adequately solicit glass-roots and member agency
support for its interests. Water policy public hearings and legislative
lobbying at both the state and federal levels are dominated by
agriculture and envi¡onmental groups, with urban water interests a
poor third in terms of the volume of participants and the intensity of
their presentations. Metropolita¡r does not appear to adequately
lead in the definition of strategies for resolving key issues such as the
Sacramento Bay Delta, the Colorado River Aqueduct, and State
Water Project, nor does it take full advantage of its latent strengths
to marshal support for the positions that it does advocate.

Given a perceived water policy "void," especially with respect
urban
water use, Metropolitan's reactive posture does not help its
to
member agencies, nor its customers more generally, develop clear,
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consistent goals about water issues. Allocation, pricing or other
crucial problems are generally addressed in an ad hoc manner as
th"y arise, with little effort to anticipate or shape the result before
major decisions-such as the DwR recalculations of State water
Project delivery requests, or proposed federal Delta standards-are
tentatively announced.

In general, but especially among member agencies, the M\AID is
often said to be "arrogant" and not to care what others may think
about its actions. Yet, there is widespread respect for the fact that
Metropolitan's decisions affect millions of people and involve
billions of dollars. Surprisingly, some of the organization's ha¡shest
critics would like to sce Metropolitan become much more active in
supporting and sponsoring regional and statewide policy debates
provided that it solicited, and respected, a wide range of diverse
opinions in the process.

B.

Recommendations.

(1) National and statewide recommendations:
a

Schedule and maintain a constant series of outreach efforts
aimed at MWD and urban utater use constituents,
including the releaant state and local chambers of
commerce, business groups, and other urban water
agencies. Current efforts, such as the California Urban
Water Agencies and Western Urban Water Coalition
programs, should be supported and expanded.

o

Rebuild strained ties with key water interests, especially
agriculture, to enhance future alliance and political
options. MWD's long-term interests are not well-served
by its continuing rift with agricultural leaders, given
agriculture's enormous political strength in water policy
debates, and its corìsumption of over 80% of the state's
developed water resources. While Metropolitan should
not retreat from the new opportunities created by its
current relationships with certain environmental gtoups,
its top numagement should clearly signal a desi¡e to
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repair relations with agriculrural leaders, and implement
measures to accomplish that task as soon as possible.
o

Add an additional high-leael, high-profile staff person in
Sacramento to strengthen Metropolitan's presence
a,mong, and influence with, key water policy decision
makers, and explore whether a similar staff increase
should be made

in

Washington as utell

(2) Internal Metropolitan recommendations:

.

o

CIearIy delineate the specific external relations
responsibilities of top staff and foster regular
communications between MWD functional groups to
ensure that political objectioes and internal roles are
coordinated at the highest leaels of Metropolitan.
Create and distribute a directory identifuing Metropolitan
staff with responsibility for specific, substantioe issue
areas to establish multiple, unambiguous points of
contact for external relations purposes.

(3) Board and policy-level recortmendations:
The Board should identifu and define as precisely as possible
Metropolitan's short-, mid-, and long-term political and
policy objectioes to guide the MWD'I externAl relations
actiaities.
a

Board members should explicitly seek to deuelop
relationships with key legislatitse and other water policy
decision makers to support MWD's political objectiaes,
and the Board shoutd proaide approþriate traiiing and
traael support as required to realize this goal. Board
members should play an actioe role in deaeloping and
maintaining a support group of stakeholders in urban
water to be deployed as required to support rucial MWD
and urban water policy objectioes.
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o

Information about contacting the Board and how indioidual
members are appointed from each district should be
publicized to increase the aisibility and accessibility of the
Board.

o

The Board should consider mounting a public relations
campaign to improae the oaerall image of Metropolitan
and increase public awareness of the MWD's importance
and role in proaiding water supplies in an economically
and enaironmentally sensitiae manner.

(4). Agency level recortmendations:

MWD should maintain and expand its ongoing outreach
efforts to member agencies to help allay concerns that
organization is inbred, aloof, or disinterested in other
groups' opinions.

O

A

o

the

networking prugrum should be regulurly muinlufuted
between member agencies and Metropolitan to establish
the most effectiae means for mobilizing and sustaining
support for urban water concerns. A crucial issue for
Metropolitan and its member agencies is to determine
how best to allocate political roles such as developing
support groups for water policy issues or aPproaching
key decision makers in Sacramento and Washington. The
MWD should sponsor a networking campaign to develop
consensus about the external relations functions it can
best carry out itself, ild those for which member
agencies should sume primary responsibitity.

Publish a quarterly newsletter
column.
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tlnt

includes a legislatioe

Part

III:

Business Practices

Metropolitart must operate as efficiently as possible, especially
during a time of regional economic turmoil and when substantial
water rate increas€s may be required to pay for the capital
improvement program and other projects. The Task Force
evaluated Metropolitan's performance in eleven business practice
areas: (1) operational staffing and organizatton; (2) engineering
management; (3) use of outside consultants; (4) information senrices;
(5) compensation and benefits; (6) protection of assets; (7) investment
poliry; (8) financial plannin g; P) business conduct policies; (10)
business development; and (11) facility and space usage.

1. Operational Staffing and Organization.
A. Findings.
Metropolitan's Operations Division, comprised of

15 branches
and 983 permanent staff members, wcrs comprehensively reviewed in
7992 by R.W. Beck & Associates (the Beck Report) and partially
reviewed in late 1993 by
Engineering Peer Review Committee
appointed by the Boa¡d (the Peer Review). Both studies noted the
many strengths and successes of the Division-obsen¡ations that the
Task Force shares-and offered substantial suggestions for
additional improvements. Although a recent Board letter from
senior MWD staff suggested to the contrary, nuìny of the Beck
Report's 68 detailed recommendations for reorganizing and
improving the MWD's Operations Division are in fact being
implemented by Metropolitan staff.

*

Metropolitan's primary organizational and staffing problems
stem from the lack of clear criteria for setting personnel levels with
respect to specific functions. In general, staff levels are not
established by assessing the volume of tasks and work requirements
for particular jobs, ffid then deterrrining a baseline level of
individual productivity-a derived "full time equivalent" (FTE) or
similar measure-for calculating total employee requirements.
Instead, staff levels are usually made simply by referencing the prior
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year's appropriation and FTE level to set the next year's standa¡d,
plus or minus any marginal adjustments.

Although there a¡e notable exceptions, such as the ongoing
attempt to review certain of Metropolitan's maintenance
management activities with reference to objective performance
standards, there is little or no systematic ex¿üünation of prior year
appropriations to assess if the itafnng complement and côst for
particular functions was appropriate. From year to year, staff levels
and appropriations take on a life of their own. The Beck Report
noted in its review of Metropolitan's staffing levels that "it is
impossible to determine sufficiency of staffing through traditional
means because of the lack of formal procedures, defined service
levels, and other factors which are norrnally used to estimate the
resources to perform tasks."
These difficulries ¿ìre magnified by the extensive use of
"temporary" employees, personnel that are not regular MWD
payroll workers but which often stay within the organization for
years without being subject to discrete closed-end contracts. The use
of such non-standard employees appears to have increased, in part
because of a tacit, but as-yet unwritten Board policy that the number
of regular MWD employees should not grow. As demands on the
organizarion have increased, Metropolitan has formally complied
with this policy in part by hiring "temporary" workers from outside
agencies or maintaining district temporary pools.

The ambiguous status of many MWD "temporary" employees
has several adverse consequences, most of which are recognizedby
top management. The most serious problem is the lack of budgetary
and staff integrity since "temporaries" ate not part of the basic
staffing appropriations granted by the Boa¡d. As more and more
"temporary" worker are hired, neither the Board nor many
operating divisions often have a clear idea of precisely how many
people, at what cost, are required to perform particular tasks or
functions. In addition, as the Peer Review noted, operational and
project management-and moralemay decline due to the status
differentials between similarly-situated regular and temporary
employees. Finally, MWD could face claims for vested job and/or
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benefit rights on the part of "temporary" personnel who believe that
their positions had, over time, assumed more permanence.

MWD has not systematically examined the possibility for
contracting-out some of its operational functions, such as machine
and fabrication shops, routine maintenance, and automating its
remote desert pumping plant facilities along the Colorado River
Aqueduct. The Peer Review suggested that such opportunities
should be explored, although it generally supported the MWD staff's
view that the comparatively unique, variable tasks and equipment
involved limited the potential value of contracting-out many
functions.

B.
.

Recommendations.

Establish task and productioity benchmarks to derive stffing
requirements. In coordination with rationalizing
Metropolitan's job classification system (see Part Itr.S
and Part fV.1, below), MWD should conduct a thorough
review of the specific tasks and productivity levels for
each of its functions.

o

Systematically justify, and regularly reaiew, staff
appropriation requests. Objective task and performance
standards should be used to determine staffing needs and
to authorue appropriatiors. Plan¡red and actual
productivíty, functional demands and staff utilization
should be constantly reevaluated to define as precisely as
possible the minimum effective staff complement
required to meet MWD needs.

a

Establish øn explicit Board policy for permanent and
"temporary" employee staff increases. The Board should
clarify the currently unstated "no regular staff increase"
policy, and establish guidelines for using temporary
employees. Tempora¡y and other non-standa¡d
employees should be hi¡ed pursuant to contracts specific
in terms of duration and pulpose so that all parties
understand the scope of work involved and the date by
which the work will terminate. If Metropolitan
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ade.quately justifies a need for long-term, permanent

staff to meet legitimate functional objectives that cannot
be cost-effectively met through other means, it should be
authorized to make such hi¡es and not be constrained by
arbitrary staffing limitations.
o

O

O

a

Systematically explore opportunities for cost-effectioe
outside contracting for operational requirements. MWD
should consider to what extent it can contract efficiently
for certain of its functions, including those that are now
extensively met with temporary or other non-standard
employees.
Continue to implement the Beck Report and Peer Reoiew
recommendations. The Beck Report contained several
recorunendations for improving Metropolitan's
Operations Division which the MWD should continue to
implement as rapidly as possible. An explicit commitnent
in this regard will also help counteract perceptions that
the MWD has been very slow to make necessary
improvements, including: (1) the realignment and
streamlining of the Operations Division; (2) developing a
3-5 year operational plan setting forth the Division's
overall goals and priorities; and (3) computerizing all
functions, especially in field offices.
Continue, and expand, the maintenance management
actirsities reaieut. The cunent review of MWD's
maintena¡rce rrìanagement activities should be fully
supported and completed as soon as possibte. Similar
examinations of the precise work requirements,
productivity standards and derivation of staff and cost
needs should be performed for each of Metropolitan's
other major operational functions.

In addition to ongoing Board audits, and occasional

outside
consultant
reoiews,
management
or
the MWD should
consider implementing regular efficiency audits on at
Ieast an annual basis to assure tlut optimal
organizational and managerial efficiency is maintained.
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2. Engineering Management.

A. Findings.
The MWD Engineering Division employs 435 permanent staff
members in 13 branches and was comprehensively examined in late
1993 by the Peer Review, which offered several suggestions for
improvement. The Peer Review report was presented to the Task
Force in a written and oral presentation in November, 1993. The
Task Force concurs with the Peer Review's many positive
assessments of the Engrneering Division, and believes that its
recorunendations should be carefully evaluated and implemented by

the MWD.

Unlike the Operations Division, Metropolitan's engineering
functions have not yet received a thorough organizational review.
Metropolitan will soon solicit bids for a review of the Engineering
Division similar in scope to the Beck Report analysis of the
Operations Division. A cursory examination of the MWD's
engineering functions suggests that there may be functional and staff
overlaps or duplication in certain areas.
Responsibifiry for individual MWD constn¡ction projects is
diffused throughout the Engineering Division. Each constmction
project is managed by project manager designated by the Division
Manager (Chief Engineer) from the appropriate branch. The
project management team is responsible for working with
consultants, generating specifications, costs, and bid and
appropriation requests from the Board, recoûunendi.g project
vendors, and monitoring project costs and completion deadlines.
The Engineering Division has developed its own project
management information system software.
Despite receiving several corunents conceming perceived
construction project waste and cost overruns, the Task Force found
that larger MWD project management and cost controls appear
excellent. Cost overrurìs, supplemental appropriation requests and
change orders were surprisingly low and well within industry
standards for most major corrstruction activities. In marked
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contrast, smaller scale contract and professional service agreements
were less effectively managed (see Part m.3, below). Unlike many
MWD operational activities, engineering project teams are able to
reference standard productivity measures for design and
construction tasks, and can generate reasonable estimates of project
costs and staffing given particular design requirements. The results
are used to justify formal appropriation requests from the Board and
to assess the quality of construction bids received on particular
projects.

MWD engineering and project plans are not presently subject
to centralized, consistent quality control review, although a Quality
Control branch has recently been established within the Engrneering
Division to improve that function. In June, 1993, initial steps to
standardíze drawhgt, specifications and design rnanuals were
completed a¡rd the results are being tested for full implementation in
1994-95. Many engineering functions are automated on CAD/CAE
machines, and the use of CAD drawings is expected to rise from 80%
to 90"/" of all drawings made by the Division.
The Peer Review found that the MWD's technical engineering
training was excellent. In contrast, there is no systematic effort to
train engineering personnel in project management, superuisory and
managerial tasks, although many are required to assume such
responsibilities. Engineering staff are also not regularly trained in
managing outside consultant relations despite the Division's heavy
reliance on such support. Construction field inspection skills-a
crucial engineering function that will grow in importance as the
capital improvement program is implemented-are also not
systematically fostered with formal, standardized training

Progranìs.
Engineering staff is expected to increase by just 15 regular
employees over the next decade, even though the capital
improvement program will generate an estimated 469 additional
"full time equivalents" at the peak of the progam. Most of these
positions are now plar,ned to be filled with temporary hires. The use
of temporary workers on such a scale for long periods of
employment may have several adverse consequences (see Part m.1,
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above). The Peer Review recorrunended that a larger number of
engineering positions be permanent to avoid such problems.

Metropolitan's project designs are conservative. Engineering
designs are not presently reviewed by a "value engineering" team to
assess whether particular specifications and functional capabilities
which may appear to exceed industry standards justify their cost.

B.

Recommendations,

o

Thoroughly reoiew the Engineering Diaision's
organizational structure. A complete organizational
review of the Engineering Division-now in the planning
stag*is overdue artd should be conducted to streamline
and rationalize operations wherever possible.

O

Increase the scope and function of the Quality Control
branch. The Quality Control branch should be

adequately staffed, develop standardized protocols for

all of MWD's engineering activities, and uniformly
coordinate project reviews.
O

o

Additional temporary employees associated utith the capital
improaement and other programs should be hired subject
to detailed, precise contracts with definite duration
terms. The Task Force disagrees with the Peer Review
recorunendations to increase regular rather tharr
temporary staff to deal with short- to mid-term
increaseed work loads, and recommends instead that
additional personnel should be hired subject to detailed,
limited-duration contracts. At the very least, MWD
should develop a consistent policy for dealing with the
massive influx of temporary employees currently planned
to meet capital improvement program requirements.
Deaelop and implement consultant management,
superoisory, project management, and field inspection
training programs for engineering personnel.
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o

and implement a aalue engineering program and
standards to reaiew project plans and assure that the
most cost-effectiae designs are employed in MWD

Deaelop,

proj ects.
o

Carefully reaiew and implement uthere warranted the peer
Reoieus Engineering Diaision recommendations.

3. Use of outside consultants.

A.

Findings

The MWD employs outside consultants when it (1) lacks
specific technical skills, or (2) lacks sufficient staff to accomplish a
priority project. Due to informal limits on pemìanent staff hires, the
use of consultants to build rp temporary capacity within
Metropolitan may increase, generating many of the s¿une problems
associated with semi-permanent "temporary" hires (see Part I[.1,
above).

As with engineering projects overall, the management,
evaluation and cost controls associated with larger-scale consultant
agreements appears quite good. Overn¡ns a¡e minimal, and work
expectations and monitoring are generally sufficient.
Smaller-scale professional service agteements-feasibility
sfudies or maintenance and constn¡ction contracts, for example-are
much less efficiently managed, in part because the definition of tasks
for such work can often be more difficult and speculative. Many
smaller-scale contracts are subiect to extensive supplemental
appropriation requests, indefinite times for completion and
monitoring, with little systematic explanation or justification for the
added expenses and time.

In engineering-the area within MWD that most extensively
uses outside consultants-project leaders work with and monitor
consultant deliverables and compliance. Prior to awa¡ding a
contract, in many cases junior engineering staff develop the initial
proposal, and thei¡ work is reviewed at several, more senior
management levels. The actual negotiation and awarding of a
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conlract can frequently take months to complete. Bid and vendor
selection activities are monitored by the MWD Contracts
A dminis tr a tof . Con lrac ts Adminis tr ation staff appears currently
adequate to meet present oversight requirements, but may be
overtaxed as the capital improvement program is implemented.

MWD does not presently have standardized "request for
proposal" or "request for bid' solicitation and submission formats
and consultant contract language. The sarne service providers and
vendors may therefore submit widely divergent materials, and have
to analyze and negotiate different contract clauses, even in closelyrelated projects. Certain MWD consultants also reported that the
precise definition of project requirements, and the reasons for
vendor selection a¡e not always clear, factors which they felt
impeded an effective bidding process. The MWD has recently
improved its contract and selection criteria and practices to enhance
the ability of proposers, consultants, vendors and contractors to
understand more precisely the definition of project requirements,
and MWD selection decisions.
Metropolitan is generally not perceived as an accoûunodating
consulting or business client. Many vendors report that they
routinely have to wait from 60-90 days for payment after delivery of
thei¡ services or products, a time frame that especially discourages
smaller firms from participating in MWD procurements (see Part
rv.3).

B.
o

Recommendations.

Substantially improae smaller scale professional seraice and
oendor contracts administration and monitoring.
Metropolitan should adopt policies and standa¡ds to
improve the definition, bidding, selection, tracking, ffid
cost controls associated with smaller scale professional
sen¡ice and vendor contracts. To increase competition
for such contracts, a pool of pre-qualified fiÍIìs, including
M/WBE and DBE companies, should be maintained for
mandatory bid solicitations (see Part fV.l. and Pa¡t IV.3,
below).
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o

streamline consultant contract set-up process, particularly
in tlæ Engineering Diaision. Present consultant contract
Processes should be rationaliz¿¿ and the many levels of
review consolidated.

O

Establish baseline Contract Administration stffing
requirements and estimate additional needs in light of the
capital improaement program and other possib[e

functional expansions.
o

Standardize legal contract texts and request

for

proposal

formats.
o

Reaiew the de-facto permanent staff hiring freeze and use of
temporary employees and consultants to establish
justifiable baseline permanent staff requirements (see

Part
O

lil.l

abooe).

Improae the speed and fficiency of aendor and seraice
prooider payments for completed seraices or deliaered
goods in conjunction usith the Information Seraices
upgrade (see Part IIL4, belout) and other productiztity
enhancement efforts.

4. Information services.

A.

Findings,

Metropolitan recognizes the need to substantially upgrade and
automate many of its Information Services functions, and has
dedicated $23 million to computenze or rationalizs such core
business activities as financial accounting, materials management,
human resources and pagoll, and health, safety and environmental
activities.

In general, the Information Services upgrade needsassessment and implementation plan appears well-conceived. If
successfully achieved, the upgrade will meet its prrmary objectives to
increase productivity, stimulate task re-engineering throu ghout the

MWD, provide more timely, useful runagement information, and
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support capital improvement program requirements. Information
Services system software, hardware and plarured database
technolog'y were selected after a comprehensive review and are
consistent with current standa¡d practices at comparable
organizations.

In most câses, the end users of the Information Services
upgrade were consulted during the business requirements and
software selection process. Groups that did not iniually participate,
such as MWD's equal employment opportunity staff (see Part Il'1.2,
below) are now planned to be integrated into the system design
process. Customer interaction and buy-in are necessary if the
Information Services upgrade is to succeed. A series of process
change management teams and related entities have been
established to help re-engineer MWD functions in conjunction with
the Information Sen¡ices upgrade, and cope with worþlace
resistance or other problems as they may arise. In some instances,
MWD management staff appear to be using the Information
Services upgrade as a one-time opportunity to induce much-needed
task rationalization, rather than continuously re-engineering
Metropolitan functions on their owrì.

Information Sen¡ices staff, partially in response to Task Force
working session conunents, recently reaffirmed its commitrnent to
functional re-engineering of MWD activities in conjunction with the
upgrade program. Part of this effort was to establish a "Productivity
Council" comprised of operational managers affected by the
upgrade to improve task definition and workflow ¿rs part of the
Informa tion Services implementation.
Based on cunent industry best practices and comparisons with
other, similar agencies, both the implementation plan and its
associated costs appear reasonable and are fully supported. A
substantial amor¡nt of the Phase I $23 million budget will be allocated
to consultants, but this is justified by the need to restructure many inhouse functions to take advantage of the new Inforrration Services
system, and to support the unix-based operating system and
proprietary Oracle database software. Metropolitan's internal
auditor also reviewed the lnformation Services system expenditure
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Plan and concurred that the planned outlays were well-documented.
and supported.

Melropolitan elected not to coûunission a custom software
package, but instead is adapting off-the-shelf products to its needs
Specialized screens, application extensions and subsequent vendor
upgrades will be utilized to meet specific requirements as they are
identified.

B.

Recommendations

o

Continue to reiterate the need for re-engineering of tasks
both to improae ooerall productioity and to accomplish
the Information Sqaices upgrade. The continued
identification and improvement of operational functions
is critical for Information Services system upgrade
success. Nevertheless, Metropolitan management
should not use the Information Services upgrade as a
one-time functional improvement opportunity, but rather
should independently, and continuously re-engineer
business functions. The MWD should consider merglng
the Productivity Council into an omnibus steering
committee comprised of representatives from each of
Mefropolitan's major operational units to implement
continuous fi¡¡rctional improvements and also resolve
design issues and other problems that may arise in Phase
I of the Information Services upgrade.

o

Continue to recognize and manage potential resistance to
lnformation Seroices system change. In many cases,
Information Services system improvements may
substantially mod$, o, even eliminate, particular
functions or tasks. MWD should make every effort to
¿ìssure that as the Information Sen¡ices upgrade comes
on line, its utility is not diminished by staff resistance.
Regular status reports or newsletters to all employees
about the Information Services upgrade may be useful to
publicize the effort, increase interest in training and task
re-engineering, and build user acceptance.
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o

Continue to solicit customer buy-in for upgrade program.
The lnformation Services ryri.- sf,o"ia'Ue -iple"mented
as a customer service. The development and application
of software and hardware systems must be accomplished
with direct, hands-on involvement of the end users
throughout the organization.

5. Compensation and benefits.

A.

Findings

The Task Force found that just 38 of MWD's 2077 employeeslargely top management persorìnel-are not represented by union or
other bargaining units. As a result, collective bargaining
agreements, and not performance reviews, largely drive wage
increases. Approximately 57% of Metropolitan's employees are at
the top level of the organization's nine-step wage scale, a¡rd receive
salary increases primarily for cost of living (COLA) or other nonperformance based adjustments.

To avoid possible conflicts of interest that might result from
employees represented by b argaining units simul taneously
representing MWD in wage negotiations, Metropolitan brought in
a team of outside negotiators in t993 to deal with COLA and other
compensation issues. The Task force believes that this initiative was
a constructive response, ffid the negotiators were able to limit four
. employee groups to approximately 4.3% COLA raises, slightly less
than in 1992, while one group-AFSCME employees-received no
increases. The General Manager, Assistant General Managers and
certain assistants to such staff also received no COLA increases.
Even "zeto increase" employees secured improved life insurance,
tuition reimbursement, overtime and sta¡rdby pay, and shift
differential benefits.

On average, MWD COLA increases have been high- about 45% in 1988-91, with a peak of 7"/o rr.1992 for AFSCME-represented
employees-in comparison with other public and private entities,
many of which have recently cut compensation a¡rd benefits in
response to adverse public financial conditions. Salary surveys
conducted by MWD indicate that the base salaries paid for
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comparable positions at MWD are above market and above the
levels paid for comparable positions in other agencies (public and

private).
Metropolitan's high compensation and benents are often
justified as necessary to attract the highest quality water industry
professionals. The MWD Boa¡d has not explicitly endorsed such a
policy. Under the relevant administrative procedures, the Board is
provided with a suryey of comparable agency wages and a list of
salary levels, and annually approves a schedule of MWD salary and
benefit levels.

MWD staff recognizes that there are serious deficiencies with
the annual salary surveys and Board oversight procedures.
Metropolitan has approximately 313 separate job classificatiors,
and close to 50% of its staff are in extremely specialized categories of
from 1-3 employees. Many job descriptioru are obsolete and date
from the 1.970s. Productivity comparisons with other agencies for
identical or reasonably similar jobs are difficult to achieve. The
agencies that are designated by Metropolitan to develop comparable
compensation and perfornunce standards are, in some cases,
inappropriate, or in others apparently selected to reflect favorably
on the MWD.

Many of the employees now at the maximum compensation
level in their job categories receive either no or perfunctionary
annual performance reviews. Most a¡e not assessed on the basis of
specific accomplishments, goals or performance targets against an
established perforrnance benchmark. Merit or other performancebased raises are often made without reference to a uniformly
applied, objective set of performance or productivity measures,
although current policy permits salary increases for employees that
a¡e noted as "needing improvement" and whose performance
ac tually improves. Metropolitan's overall employee evaluation
policies and practices, including forms and perforrnance evaluation
procedures, have not been reviewed artd updated for over 15 years.
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B.

Recommendations.

o

Board compensation policy. The Boa¡d should approve a
compensation and benefits policy for Metropolitan. The
policy should explicitly define the agencies against which
MWD wages and benefits are to be compared, and state
whether, and to what extent, Metropolitan salaries are
to exceed comparable levels to improve staff recruitment
or for other operational reasons.

o

Redefine and reduce job classifications. Specialized, unique
job classes should be eliminated wherever possible infavor of broad work descriptions that are èomparable
with outside entities. Base wage and benefit levels
should be established for each classification in accordance
with Board policy, and adjusted as necessary with

reference to objective performance and productivity
standards derived from extemal comparisons.

Modernize employee and management eoaluation system.
Metropolitan needs to tie its compensation and benefit
package to specific, performance-based measures of
productivity at all levels of the organization. To
accomplish this goal, it needs to restructure its employee
evaluation process, set benchmark or specific targets for
performance applicable to generic employee
classifications and to management persorurel, and make
compensation and benefit adjusünents based on the
extent to which individual employees meet or exceed
baseline goals.
o

Link compensation policies with staff and organizational
reaiews. The MWD should coordinate its compensation
and benefits policies with its organizational reviews (see
Part ltr.1, above), job classification improvements (see
Part ltr.5, above) and the development of a performancebased m¿ìnagement system (see Part fV.1, below). Rather
tha¡r impose artificial staff or wage limits, which may
encourage the use of costly temporary workers,
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consultants or the substilution of CoLA for meritorious
compensation adjustments, Metropolitan should seek to
accomplish its tasks at the lowest overall total expense.
This may mean increasing the number of permanent
employees, or paylng especially productive workers more
than th.y currently receive, depending on the precise
work classification and performance standards the
MWD develops through its workplace improvement and
rationalization efforts.
a

The

functions of the Board's Organization and Personnel

Committee should be substantially enlarged to include
enhanced, integrated oaersight and policy planning for
MWD compensation, organizational reform, and human
resource improaements.

6. Protection of Assets.

A.

Findings.

Metropolitan's data backup and disaster recovery plans for
restoring computer information and applications are generally well
developed. There are clearly identified off-site data storage and
system operator procedures dealing with electronic medium
recovery from system failures.
The data recovery plan has recently been completed and is
currently being tested. The MWD has begun to establish data and
application restoration priorities, but at present it has not adequately
defined a set of immediate, short-term priorities-as opposed to midterm operational goals-in the event of a major system interruption.

Over the last five years, the value of the inventory items
stored in MWD's ten warehouses has risen 30"/", and many
individual items are held for over one year. In addition,
Metropolitan currently lists over 10,700 general business equipment
assets-desks, computers and the lik*valued at over $46 million, a
50% increase since 1988. The unit number of such items has also
increased over 38% from 1988-93.
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Metropolitan's ability to track and locate equipment assets is
currently inadequate, especially when items are moved from one
locafion to another, because tracking capacity does not exist. As a
result, when locational adjustments are made, or when items a¡e
transferred from department to department in response to changing
work loads, MWD has no systematic way of maintaining current
records of the items involved. The Information System upgrade will
address many of these concerns.
General asset audits are lengthy, averaging about 2L weeks in
199'/.,, an improvement over the 4L week time frame in 1988. In 1991,
over $800,000 worth of general equipment was written off because
the items could not be located. In 1.988, $567,000 worth of equipment
items was not accounted for.

Metropolitan's records rnanagement system was developed in
1983 and has not been updated since. hr practice, the filing, storage,
and retrieval of many key contract, Board, policy or operational
documents is decentralized and is not subject to trniform,
organizational-wide standards. The diversity of records
management practices may adversely affect MWD accountability
and responsiveness.

B.
o

Recommendations

Continue testing the disaster recoaery plan, and deaelop a
priority schedule ranking the immediate data and
applications tlnt should sequentially come on line
according to 1.2 hour phases after a major seraice

interruption.
o

Centralize and consolidate the equipment inaentory and
warehouse system to cut doutn on capital expenses
attributable to excess inaentory and warehouse capacity.

a

lmproae the fixed asset tracking systan in conjunction with
the Information Seraices upgrade to permít
computerized scanning and record-keeping for each asset
item regardless of location within MWD.
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o

Centralize and automate the MWD's record keeping and
retrieaal functions.

7. Inveshnent policy.

A. Findings,
Metropolitan manages an approximately $1.1 billion
investment portfolio, Iargely derived from bond funds. The MWD's
investment policies eìre conservative and passive, seeking primarily
to realize income from extremely safe, but low-yield instruments to
fund its cash requirements. While Metropolitan's average cost of
funds is about 5.6"/", its current average return on its investments is
just 4.0%, a negative spread of nearly 2%. In contrast, other water
agencies have been able to earn positive spreads of from 2-8%
utilizing comparatively safe invesEnent vehicles. A positive spread
of from 2-57" on an investment of $500 million would generate about
$10-25 million per year in additional revenue for the MWD.
Metropolitan has taken steps to improve its investrnent yields,
such as commissioning an outside review of its practices, utilizing
treasury bond management software and other investment tools,
and slightly diversifyrng its portfolio by placing about $200 million in
the Local Agency Inveshnent Fund (LAF). Metropolitan's LAIF
investments earn about 4.4"/", slightly above its average portfolio
yreld.

Metropolitan's potential investrnent earnings are primarily
limited by restrictive investment policies as compared with state law
pertaining to investrnents by similar public entities. Califomia's
state inveshnent code permits public entities to invest in five-year
securities, and buy A-grade or better medium-term corporate debt,
asset-backed securities, collateralized mortgage obligations or
similar instmments, futures and options. In contrast, the relevant
portions of Metropolitan's Administrative Code and the Board's
investment policy prohibit invesEnents in more than two-year
securities and the purchase of any of the insbr¡ments listed above.
(Certain of the MWD's bond proceeds are further restricted by the
terms of thei¡ issuance from use in all but short-term investments.)
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B.
o

Recommendations.

Reoise the Administratiue Code and inaestment

policy, To
improve earnings without significantly increasing risk,
the MWD should amend the applicable portions of its
Administrative Code and its investment policy to provide
for the s¿une investment options permitted under the

State Code.

.

a

Actipely manage the portþlio, The MWD should develop
and then pursue an active investment strategy aimed at
maximizing its investment returns within applicable
guidelines. Professional portfolio managers should be
maintained as necessary or required. Metropolitan
should also seek to utilize its tax-exempt status more
fully to generate additional financial advantages,
especially with respect to capital projects involving
private joint venture parbrers The portfolio
management strategy should be integrated into the
overall improvement of the MWD's financial planning
capabilities (See Part Itr.8, below) so that investrnent
revenues can be systematically factored into the
or ganization's overall fiscal strategy.
Establish a special inaestment policy committee of the Board
to reaiew MWD inaestment strategies on a monthly
basis.

8. Financial planning.

A.

Findings.

MWD's Financial Division is responsible for posting,
recording, and reconciling the organization's daily transactions,
preparing and administering the budget, and investing available
resources. Budgets for each operational unit are developed on an
annual basis for each t¡nit's work estimates, most of which a¡e
targely derived from prior year allocations (see Part I[.1, above).
Unit managers ate permitted to transfer funds from one fr¡nction to
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another as long as the overall expenditures do not exceed the arurual
unit appropriation.

planning occurs on an annual basis, although mariy
-MWDBudget
programs are multi-year in duration. No organic budget
document currently exists that identifies overall Board objectives,
the total resources allocated to achieving those objectives, and the
changes that result in the current financial plan when regulatory,
capital expansion, Board policy or other major modifications are
experienced by Metropolitan. The annual operating budget is
difficult to read, and resembles more of an accounting document
itemizing the flow of funds-complete with financial schedules-than
a comprehensive plan to guide MWD investments and revenues.

Metropolitan is developing a multi-year budget in accordance
with its Strategic Plan that will link expenditures with specific Plan
objectives. This budget document is scheduled for implementation in
7994-95.

In practice, many of the experìse items primarily affected by the
MWD's financial plans have grown considerably. In 1988-93,
Metropolitan's Operations and Maintenance budgets rose by 75/",
and now comprise approximately 26% of the organizadon's total
expenditures. In the last two years, the actual operating budget has
been approximately 12"/"less than the appropriated amounts.
The Task Force was informed that MWD does not make the
standard, monthly interim financial reports and operating
statements typical of most enterprises, especially those as large as
Metropolitan. The MWD's current financial reporting software is
old and inflexible, delaying project budget accounting. This results,
in many cases, in project staff developing "homegrown" accounting
systems that may not reconcile with Metropolitan's general ledger.
Boa¡d members do receive general monthly sumrrnries of costs,
expenses, distributiorrs and the like attributable to major categories
of MWD operations. Balance sheet information is distributed to
Division Managers on a monthly basis in the Monthly Financial
Report, along with certain additional cost data. The lack of
adequate, standardized reports inhibits the MWD's financial
mana gement cap abilities.
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B.
o

Recommendation

Deaelop and implement a multi-year MWD budget system,
Mefropolitan should develop a comprehensive financial
planning capability built around a multi-year budget.
The budget should clearly identify the MWD's goals, and
the various resources allocated to realize each objective
over time. Major Board or other system changes should
be easily integrated into the budget to clearly illustrate
resource reallocation, cost, and program timing effects.
Each annual unit operating allocation should be
accounted for in the organization's overall planned

multi-year budget.
o

Implement standard interim operating statement and
financial rEorting protocols as soon as possible in
conjunction with the Information Systems upgrade and
with other functional improoements as required.

9. Business conduct policies.

A. Findings.
Metropolitan's basic business conduct policies were initially
drafted in the late t970s and have not been substantially revised since
that time. Guidelines regarding such sensitive issues as nepotism,
relations between staff and professional service contractors, the
personal use of Metropolitan mail, telephones and other facilities,
and travel and other perquisites appücable to Board members, are
occasionally articulated and revised in response to ci¡cumstances,
but a compreherrsive conduct code does not exist.
An updated, comprehensive business conduct policy or code is
necessary to guide the behavior of MWD employees and other
representatives in areas that could, for the most innocent reasons,
adversely reflect on the organization. Due in part to on-the-job
marriages and staffing needs at remote Colorado River Aqueduct
pumping sites, for example, a large number of the MWD staff are
related by blood or marriage. There is extensive use of MWD mail
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facilitres by staff for purely personal business, and many smallerscale Metropolitan consulting contracts a¡e let to individuals or
organizations that have long personal relationships with key MWD
staff.

B.
O

Recommendation.

Redraft, update business conduct policies. The Board
should adopt a new set of business conduct policies
defining fundamental organizational ethical and
behavioral standards. Particular attention should be
paid to defining guidelines regarding nepotism,
individual use of Metropolitan resources, and conflict of
interest rules pertaining to MWD's professional service
contracting.

10. Business developmenl

A.

Findings

Metropolitan spends substantial sums on advanced equipment
and technology development. ln 1989-93, MWD engineering staff
estimates that of the $397 million spent on construction projects, over
$53 milüon was paid for equipment, electrical accessories,
instrumentation and controls. Although precise figures are not
available, Metropolitan will spend over $4 million developing
innovative vertical tower desalination technology and $36.5 million
on unique oxidation (water purification) systems. In recent years,
the MWD spent close to $1 million on a variety of novel valve,
filtration and injection technologies.
Like many public entities, Metropolitan has no policy regarding
regional erploitation of the technolory it develops, nor does it
attempt to use its procurement contracts-which are almost
exclusively paid for with Southern California funds-to stimulate
local technology development and industries. In R&D,
Metropolitan's practice has been to develop novel applications and
technologies if corunercial vendors are unable to meet its
requirements, and then publicize the rezults of its research as widely
as possible to forestall private patents.
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Procurements for specific kinds of equipment or technologies
are bundled together in package contracts that are let on the Uisis of
cost with respect to requirement specifications. While much of the
bulk items, such as concrete and piping (at least $200 million since
L989) and services MWD purchases are supplied from Iocal or
domestic sources, a large amor¡nt of the advanced chernical,
electrical and mechanical equipment Metropolitan buys is imported.

Intensified regional economic competition has led many public
agencies to try and leverage their procurement and R&D
expenditures to assist the local and domestic economy. The federat
govemunent and a nurnber of states now attempt to co-develop
equipment or applications with domestic and regional firms to foster
advanced, high-value added manufacturing and sen¡ice capabilities.
Procurement contracts can also be structured to promote
economic development by stimulating long-term commihnents from
the highest quality global vendors to source from, or transfer
technology to, domestic and local companies to the extent
economically feasible. One innovative strategy has been to grant
contract competition bonus points to potential vendors that offer to
transfer technoloEy to, or procure components from, regional
producers, or which invest in loca-t production facilities. These
efforts are often coupled with business outreach progtams in which
specific procurement opportunities in select dasses of goods or
sen¡ices are widely publicized, and regional producerJttrat a¡e
interested in, or capable of meeting procurement needs are identified
by the contracting agency. Directories, workshops and other me¿uìs
are then employed in an effort to integrate regional comparries that
can, or are willing to develop, top-quality products and sen¡ices with
prime contractors world-wide.

B.
.

Recommendations

Adopt an R{tD deaelopment policy. The MWD should adopt
a more aggressive policy concerning the use of
technology, equipment, or other know-how that it
develops with its own funds. Possible strategies might
include the licensing or sale of Metropolitan's
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proprietary knowledge and hardware to third parties
subject to a procurement fee or corwùssion, oiproviding
such technology to regional producers within ttrì vtwp'ð
serwice area subj_ect to explicit agreements to develop
marketable, locally manufactured products or servicès
for the global water industry.
a

Consider local business deaelopment procurement
strategies. Although sophisticated efforts to use public
procurement dollars ets a regional economic stimulus are
still in thei¡ infancy, the MWD should consider ways that
it ca¡r leverage its contracts to generate regional
industrial benefits. This is especially desirable because
Metropolitan does not receive substantial federal or
state funds that might limit its regional development
efforts. The objective would be for the MWD to develop
a contracting and business outreach program that could
help stimulate regional business participation in the
global water systems indusbry.

11. Facility and Space Usage.

A.

Findings.

At the time the Task Force was formed in fuly ,1993,
Metropolitan had announced that it would decide on a new
headquarters site by August of that year. Given the imminence of the
headquarters decision-which was subsequently delayed-the Task
Force elected not to address this issue.
Even though, like most large organizafions, facilities costs are
a small paft of its overall operating budget, Metropolitan has an
obligation to reduce such elpenses to the extent corrsistent with
overall operating and staff efficiency. The MWD's primary facilities
rnnagement concern should be to obtain the required space in the
proper locations to optimize productivity. As with setting efficient,
systematically justified pennanent staff levels and wages (see Part
III.L and Part ltr.5, above) optimal facilities experìses could increase
if such expenditures can generate even more substantial operational,
efficiency and financial benefits.
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Mefropolitan's facility and space requirements assessment
must be tied to ongoing and recoûunended reviews of its staffing
complements and organizational struclure (see part U.1, part Itr.2,
and Part III.5, above, and Pa¡t rv.1, below). performance and
productivity standards for many operational activities, such as
maintenance, are being benchmarked for the first time, a process that
could dramatically modify historic staff levels in differenf locations
and function..i departments throughout the organization. Should
Peer Review and other reconunendations for automating or
contracting-out certain functions be adopted, space and facilities
needs at some locations may be eliminated entirely.
Metropolitan has not systematically reviewed its overall space
requirements in at least 10 years, but it is now moving to do so. Field
operational needs are being addressed in the Weymouth Masterplan
effort. Headquarters design decisions are being reevaluated to
incorporate possible re-engineering and other efficiency
improvements. The General Ma¡rager has undertaken a
comprehensive reassessment of fl oorspace requirements for
planning purposes.

B.
o

Recommendation

Integrate a comprehensioe facilities and space usage reaiew
into ongoing and recommended ffirts to rationalize
staff and functional requirements. As the MWD
completes its benchma¡king of tasks and fr¡nctions, and
adjusts its historical staffing complements and internal
activities, a comprehensive facilities and space
nunagement plan should be developed. Key elements of
the plan would include: (1) the siting and size of inventory
warehouses and other storage facilities; (2) the
dispersion and distribution of staff; (3) the location of
retained, internal operations-such as machine shops or
automotive maintenanc*that are not contracted-out; @)
privacy and safety requirements; (5) conference and
gÌoup meeting requirements; (6) technical and equipment
space support needs; (7) communications linkages; and (8)
service provision requirements a¡rd response time.
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Part

IV:

Human Resources and Diversity

Metropolitan's persorulel operations, and its ability to hire and
sustain a high-quabty, diverse workforce, is critical if it is to meet
pressing water supply and social challenges. The Task Force
reviewed the MWD's (1) general human resource management
practices, (2) intemal affirmative action and diversity efforts, and (3)
current and proposed prograrns for enhartcing contract diversity.

1. Human Resources.

A.

Findings.

Metropolitan recognizes that its human resource practices
need improvement. The Personnel Di¡ector recently was removed
and a scarch is currcntly being conducted for a replaccmcnt.
Metropolitan's Strategic PIan articulates a number of human
resource practice improvements, some of which have begun to be
implemented in the Operations Division.
Metropolitan is committed to building a performance-based
management system, in which employment decisions, compensation,
promotions, and functional task assignments will be closely linked to
objective achievements. This system is not currently in place (see
Part ltr.1 and Part m.5, above). The Task Force strongly endorses
Metropolitan's ongoing efforts to rationalue and improve its human
resource management.

At present, the Personnel Director reports to an Assistant
General Manager, and not directly to the General Manager of the
MWD. In most private sector a¡rd many public entities that are
seeking to make substantial improvements in human resource and
related functions, such as equal employment opportunities, the
personnel di¡ector-at least temporarily-reports directly to the head

of the organization.
The MWD appears to be in overall compliance with formal
legal labor requirements, including: (1) S.B. 198 injury and illness
prevention mandates; (2) AQMD Regulation )O/ rideshare policies
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(for which it has won several awards); (3) federal and state family
and military leave laws; (a) affirmative action/equal employment
opportunity mandates; and (5) I-9 immigration documentahion,
except for long-term or certain temporary employees. A possible
problem may exist with respect to the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) because MwD job descriptions (see Part u.5,
above) predate the ADA, ild some have not been revised as the Act
requires.
The personnel department has not been perceived by MWD
employees as supportive or innovative in providing career
development resources and administrative support. As in mafìy
larger institutions, the department has functioned more as a
gatekeeper, policing rather than enhancing employee performance.
The L:46 ratio of personnel staff to total MWD employees comp¿ìres
unfavorably with the 1:100 ratios found in comparable institutions.
This staffing level has been justified in the past on the grounds that
the division's operations are "paper intense."

An automated payroll and personnel records system does not
yet exist, although there are plans to implement one (see Part m.4,
above). Records and reports tracking the source of new employees,
training program content and participation, turnover, and the costs
associated with hiring and staff development a¡e sparse and often
insufficiently documented. Relatively routine analyses, such as the
ethnic composition of recent discharges or costs associated with
certain benefits or job classifications, often have to be specially
prepared, and then repeatedly revised before they are reasonably
accurate.
Recruitrnent is not systematically coordinated. Current total
staff turnover is running at an extremely low 6-7% per annum, a rate
that reduces opportunities to replenish the existing workforce
through development and promotion from within or with new, more
diverse personnel from outside the organization (see Part IV.2,
below). No systematic effort is made to analyze departures by
deparünent, division, ethnicity and cause. The MWD does not have
a standardized, written testing and interview process for new
applicants, which can result in different evaluation procedures for
people apptyrng for the same or closely-related jobs.
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Job posting is generally good,

but time-consuming with
preference given to internal applicants<xcept where MWD
employee associations agree that external applicants may be given
equal or greater preference. The actual job requisition language,
however, often supplements standard, and sometimes outmoded
MWD classifications (see Part III.5, above) with additional "special
requirements" for certain skills, experience and training, in effect
creating unique employment categories that can severely limit the
potential applicant base. There is no established circuit of schools or
institutions with which MWD regularly maintains recnritment
contacts.
The specialization of MWD job classifications and the
preference for internal promotion tends to reduce competition for
available positions. ln 1992, a total of 728 in-house applicants
competed for 102 jobs, but five positiors drew 28"/o of the total
applicants. For 63 positions, an average of just two in-house
applicants applied. In contrast, when Metropolita¡r opened its
recruitment to outside sources, an average of 146 applications were
received for each position.

Until recently, new employees were not provided with regular
feedback, and departing employees were not regularly interviewed
to determine the reasons for separation. Metropolitan management
has now mandated a three-month performance review during the
six-month probationary period applicable to new hires.

The MWD is formulating and implementing a general training
plan as part of its Human Resource Development Operating Plan
process. Specific training proposals, however, are still frequently
initiated and defined by department managers or by the employees
themselves, and are not coordinated by training development
personnel. No formal supervisory, management or skill
development training prograrrìs are mandatory for senior
management. New hi¡es a¡e not subject to dmg testing, and
employees involved in sensitive, potentiallyhazardous jobs, such as
heavy machinery operators or hazardous material handlers, are not
subject to ongoing safety or drug-use examinations. There is also no
formal succession plaruring to train and groom Personnel for key
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future responsibilities through systematic lraining and recruitment
Programs.
B

o

o

.

Recommendations.

Continue to implement a performance-based management
system. Metropolitan should continue to develop a fultfl ed ged, sys tem-wide performance-base d mana gement
system. Fundamental elements of such a system include:
(L) revising, simplifying, and modernizing current MWD
job classifications; (2) estabtishiog standardized
performance measures for each job class and quantifiable
goals for each departrnent and key management
personnel; (3) conducting regular reviews of employee
performance against such goals; and (a) hnking pay and
promotion decisions to objective performance results.

a succession plan The achievement
of Metropolitan's strategic goals should be supported
with a mid- to long-range succession plan that would
systematically identify employees that meet or exceed
performance goals, interview such stellar performers
with respect to thei¡ owrt long-term interests in specific
management positions, and then implement a plan for
training and evaluating the employees' development of
the skills necessary to assume their desired future
responsibilities.

Depelop and implement

o

Automate and improoe personnel data and rtport
generation. Metropolitan's information systems
program (see Part m.4, above) will automate many
currently paper-intensive payroll and persormel
ftinctions. At the s¿une time, the system should be
corrstructed so that basic recruiEnent, intenriew,
performance review, training, discharge, affirmative
action, and demographic data can be easily entered a¡rd
retrieved for planning purposes.

o

Deaelop and ímplement a

retuitmmt plan. Metropolita¡r

should standardize its recruifinent testing and interview
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process so that each applicant for a particular job class is
evaluated under substantially similar criteria. In
addition, a core recruitment pool of colleges, water
agencies and other appropriate institutions should be
created and included in job requisition notices and other
recruitment activities to increase the number and qualify
of applicants. To increase diversity, skills and applicant
quality, as nìany positions as possible should be open to
in-house and outside applicants.
O

Continue to improae new hire support and repiew,

o

Consider drug testing and supplemental safety training for
hazardous and sensitioe duty personnel.

o

Monítor and track compliance usith formal legal
requirements, including, ADA job description and
immigration law compliance.

2. Affirmative Action and Diversity.

A.

Findings.

Metropolitan has publidy committed to substantially improve
staff diversity and related personnel ftmctions. The Task Force
unequivocally supports these goals, and fully concurs that the MWD
must make rapid, tangible progress in the areas of affirmative action
and equal employment opportunity.

At present, Metropolitan has, or is about to put in place, much
of the formal elements of an internal diversity program. To date,
however, affirma tive ac tion / equ al employment opportuni ty plans
and principles have have not been seen as a high priority by many
senior managers. There exists no centralized, high-profile
mechanism for ensuring that Metropolitan actively implement its
diversity efforts. The current affirmative action/equal employment
opportunity officer reports to an Assistant General Manager, not
directly to the General Manager. Personnel in charge of the MWD's
business outreach and MBE/Wng Progranìs (see Part fV.3, below)
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rePort_to a division head at least two levels of management removed
from the General Manager.

Much of the organization's affirmative action/equal
gmployment opportunity leadership and initiative has bìen provided
by a¡t rnformal employee organization, the Equal Employment
opportunity council, comprised mainly of thè heads-of ir¡wo
employee ethnic and women's business gïoups. In response to
concerrts about employment feedback, promotional policies and
minority retention, for example, the Council proposèd a volunteer
meltgring progam for MwD employees. Such proactive efforts are
widely appreciated by rank-and-file Metropolitan employees, but
not clearly embraced or supported by senior department ánd division
staff .
Routine tracking of affirmative action/equal employment
opportunity pay, promotion, separation, training and-other data is
limited or non-existent. Ma.y departrnents track such information
using thei¡ own criteria and methods with no centralized, consistent
organizational-wide analysis. A random sample of information
supplied to the Task Force, for instance, showed that in 21job
classifications ethnic rninorities were paid approximately 6.9-Lg"/o
less than Caucasian employees, while in 14 others, ethnið and female
employees were Paid substantially more than thei¡ Caucasian male
counterparts. Current MwD reports, including forms EEo-1 and
EEO-A, semi-annual Boa¡d presentations, and applicant tracking are
not sufficient to manage a¡r effective affirmative action/equal
employment opportunify program. Initially, the planned Information Systems upgrade (see Part m.4, above) did not
inc orp ora te affirmative ac tion / equal emp loyment opp or tunity
requirements, an omission that is presently being rectified.

Affirmative ac tion / equal employment opportunity recrui hnent
and training efforts are sporadic and not systematically planned. In
certain cases, ethnic minorities have been hired more on-the basis of
personal or Board contacts than qualifications, a process that can
undermine affu mative ac tion / equal employment opp ortuni ty
objectives. Affirmative action / equal employment opportunity
training prograrns occur in an ad hoc manner and are evaluated
with respect to different statistics and other measures. MWD's low
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tumover rate and internal promotion lradition further limit
opp ortuni ties for realizing affirma tive ac tion / equal employment
opportunity objectives. Diversity goals are not linked to a formal
succession plan (see Part III.5, above) and are not specific as to
tirmng and precise implementation methods.
Grievance procedures within Metropolitan appear to function
well. Since 1988, there have been only 39 affirmative action/equal
employment opportunity complainB (75% of which were filed by
African-Americans, which a,re 8/" of Metropolitan's current
workforce), a comparatively low figure. Statutory and MWD
internal time limits for resolving affirmative action/equal
employment opportunity conflicts appear to have been met.
Employee organizations also serve to informally resolve conflicts.
Curren t MWD affirmative ac tion / equal employment
opportunity objectives are based on demographics derived from 1980
cénsui dátã. Añ outsidé Consultant has bèen iètained to develop
more accurate goats based on 1990 census statistics

B.
o

Recommendations.

Dramatically accelerate MWD's structural and strategic
commitment to affirmatioe action/equal employment
opportunity objectiues. To succeed in its diversity efforts,
Metropolitan should substantially strengthen its
affirma tive ac tion / equal emp loymen t opp ortunity
ft¡nctions and unambiguously support such programs at
the highest levels. Senior m¿ìnagement should oglicitly
' btty -in" to affirmative action / equal employment
opportunity objectives, adopt the program's values on an
organizational basis, and the intemal resources should
exist to track, proactively fashion and then sustain such
efforts. One possible organizational innovation would
be to create a new Diversity Division, staffed by senior,
"
respected expert recruited from outside Metropolitan,
that would combine MWD's internal and external
affirmative action / equ al employment opportunity efforts
and report directly to the General Manager.
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a

Continue to improyy affirryatiae action/equal employment
opportunity tracking and reporting functions.
Concurrent with the MWD's information systems
upgrade, affumative action /equal employment
opportunity data and analysis capabilities should be
substantially improved. Essential information for
rr,o-*t-orir,g and _enforcing Metropolitan's diversity goals
include: (1) gender and ethnic wage and benefit
differentials by job classification and tenure; (2) applicant
and new entrant tracking by job classification, subsequent
promotion and/or termination; (3) aggregate and
functional area demographic profiles of the MWD; and
(4) training schedules and accomplishments. Current
departrnental hacking should be standardized and
subject to analysis and feedback by affirmative
action / equal employment opportunity staff .

o

Deaelop and implement an ffirmatioe action/equal
employment opportunity succession and recruitment
plan. Metropolitan should develop a series of short-,
mid- and long-range diversity and succession plans
setting forth specific hiring and recruitment objectives.
To increase the pool of qualified ethnic and female
candidates, MWD should expand its affirmative
action/equal employment opportunity recruiting on a
national basis. lnformation about qualified candidates
should be developed and maintained on an ongoing basis
in minorig and female applicant pools, and supplied to
recruitment persorrnel for direct solicitation as staffing
needs arise.

o

Proactioely consider and implement innooatiae ffirmatiue
action/equal employment opportunity programs. MWD
management should respond to, and proactively develop,
i¡'urova tive affirmative ac tion / equ al employment
opportunity efforts such as proposals for a mentoring
system, expanded internship opporttrnities, and more
effective outreach progranìs to universities, colleges and
other sources of trained ethnic and female employees.
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o

o

Coordinate ffirmatioe action/equal employment
opportunity improaements with other operational
enhancements. MWD's efforts to improve such functions
as its job classification scheme, staff complement
analysis, temporary employee policies, data
enhancements and regional business development
strategies all will affect its ability to achieve affirmative
action/equal employment opportunity goals. Part of the
restru c turin g of Metropolitan's diversity programs
should therefore involve dedicating staff to evaluate, and
modify as necessary, ongoing changes throughout the
organization with respect to affirmative action/equal
employment opp ortunity objectives.

Continue to reaise ffirmatioe action/equal employment
opportunity goals in light of L990 and other appropriate
demographic information and deoelop ditsisional-Ieoel
ffirmatiae action/equal employment opportunity goals.

3. Minority/IrVomen-Owned Business (M/WBE) Outreach
Programs and Contracting Affinnative Action

A. Findings.
MWD's Administrative Code was armended in September,1992
to authorÞe M/WBE business outreach progr¿uns. A fturctioning
program has not yet been developed, although such efforts have now
been endorsed by top ûBnagement. The Task Force strongly
supports MWD's commiünent to improve its business outreach and
contract affirmative action practices.
There are several areas of concem with Metropolitan's current
and contemplated efforts. In general, the business outreach and
contract affirmative action program reports to a department head
a¡rd does not have a high enough profile in Metropolitan's
organizational hierarchy. The program is actually lower in the chain
of command than MWD's affirmative action/equal employment
opportunity operations, although the $6 billion capital improvement
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.\

Plogla-ludggt wrll likely

create far_more opportunities to improve

MWD's diversity in the short- to nid-term.

The business outreach program is inadequately integrated

with

MWD's disparate contract activities and also is insuficleñtly staffed
to interact as neces?ary with other departments. Currently lhe
Prograrn consists of just two employees and an outside consultant.
Personnel in charge of business outreach and contract affirmative
action do not regularly receive, and some divisions have been
reluctant toprovide, information about impending contracts with
enough lead time to mount an effective M/WBE sóhcitation effort.
Lack of interdepartmental coordination also precludes the insertion
of standard M/-WBE language in procurement soticitations.
At present, there is no systematic plan for identifying,
certifying, and tracking M/WBE firms. Several MWD div-isions use
different industrial codingschemes to classify vendors, including
M/wgE firms, a practice that inhibits solicitation and tracking
activities. MwD's draft M/Wnr certification guidelines are based
on federal disadvantaged business enterprise (Dgg) standards,
which are principtlly concerned with encouraging small businesses
rather than focusing specifically on M/Wnr finns. The Information
system upgrade (see Part m.4, above) initialty did not consider
business outreach and contract affirmative action needs, but is now
planning for such requirements.
-

Metropolitan has proposed L2%l'/.BE and 3% wBE contract
participation goals, but these numbers have not been justified with
historical utilization or other appropriate data. In FY t992-99, MBE
participation in MWD contracts was 6"/", and WBE firrns rcceived7"/o
of the total fiI79 million awa¡ded.
The MWD has not yet considered the potential legal challenges
its race and gender based programs may face under the Supreme
Court's decision tn Richmond a. l.A. Croson û Co.,4BB U.S. ¿Og
(1989). Croson invalidates race and gender public contract
preferences or percentage mandates absent strong evidence of a
significant historical disparity between the number of qualified,
willing minority and female firms able to work on particular
projects, and actual contracting results. Even if a racial- or gender-
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based disparity can be illustrated or inferred from the data, confract
preferences must be narrowly tailored to remedy only the specific
harm involved. M/WBE programs have been enjoined under
Croson in Colorado, San Diego and Minneapolis, among other
cities and states, even when they contained, âs Melropolitan
proposes , " good faith" waivers for firms that otherwise do not meet
the utilization targets. MWD is contemplating a Croson-style
disparity study to justify the race- and gender-based business
outreach programs it may adopt. Such studies fypicatly are very
expensive and, unless properly structured, may be subject to legal
challenge.
Race- and gender-neutral measures applicable to
disadvantaged businesses in general+uch as technical assistance,
financial aid, contract simplifications and waiver of bonding or other
requirements-are subject to much less intense legal scrutiny. Such
efforts can assist smaller and M/WBE fi¡ms enter the contracting
process, but often do not by themselves solve M/WBE
underutilization concerns.

Certain MWD contract management practices may adversely
affect the development of business outreach progr¿urìs. Procurement
is fragmented among several divisions and subject to project- and
department-specific solicitation, legal, competition and selection
processes and criteria (see Part ltr.2 and Part ltr.3, above). There is
no formal grievance or appeal process for contract decisions.
Unsuccessful bidders rarely, if ever receive post-competition
feedback that might improve their abitity to secure work in the
future.

MWD has just initiated attempts to partition larger projects
into smaller contracts for supplies and sen¡ices-<ontracts that are
especially attractive to M/WBE firms. The smaller scale
procurements that curently exist a¡e not specifically solicited from
pools of qualified M/WBE firms. The need for technical and business
assistance support measures-programs that tlpically reduce the
primary barriers to more extensive M/WBE participation such as
contract bid, company management and accounting problems are
also not currently addressed.
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MWD's contract affi¡mative action enabling policy is sound.,
but the standards used to actually implement the prograrn are
outmoded and have been little revised since 1976.-Thã current policy

statement, for example, makes reference to specific administråHve agencies th
tes ethnit and gender goals in
an archaic,
on. There are þresentf no
procedures
s'compliance wiUr Metropolitan
affirmative ac tion goals. Contractor employment u tilization reports
are either not submitted by MWD vendors, or subject to little or no
analysis tr thgy are provided. The MWD also has no ability to
monitor its obligation to erìsure that contractors pay preváilit g
wages as required under its Administrative Code.

B.
o

Recommendations.

Enlance the significance and scope of MWD's business
outreach and contract ffirmatiae action program. As
discussed in the affirmative action/equat employment
opportunity recommendations sunìmaÐ/ in Part IV.Z,
above, Metropolitan should greatly enhance the scope
and importance of its business outreach and affirmative
action efforts. One possibility is to create a new
Diversity Division, staffed by high-profile manager,
" fr.urctioræ and report
that would combine all diversity
directly to the General Manager. Regardless of the
institutional form, top MWD managers and the Boa¡d
should "buy-in" to business outreach and affirmative
a-ction goals, and persorurel in charge of such progtams
should have the influmce and ability to ensure thát
necessary operational adjusEnents be made throughout
the organization.
Supplement the business outreach program staff. Current
staff complements should be increased by at least two
professional-Ievel employees and one
clerical/administrative slot. Future needs should be
reevaluated as the program takes shape.
Assess the legal authority for erplicit race- and gender-based
contract preferances. To avoid increasingty likely legal
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challenges to race- and gender-based conhact
preferences, Metropolitan should carefu lly analyze
whether it can j.,stify such efforts under Croson and
other applicable legal standa¡ds, including: (1) its express
legal authority to develop race- and gender-based
progranìs; (2) whether there exists adequate evidence of
systematic racial or gender discrimination adversely
affecting willing and able minority and female owned
business that generates marked disparities in MWD
contract awards; and (3) whether its race- and genderbased goals, including t}re 72/ 3"/o M/WBE standards, ¿ue
adequately justified and narrowly tailored to redress the
specific consequences of historical discrimination. MWD
should also assess whether the potential legal benefits of
a Croson disparity study would justify the costs.
o

lmmediately enhance and improae race- and gender-neutral
business outreach efforts, Itrespective of whether MWD
can, or opts to, develop race- and gender-based contract
preference prograrns, the organization should
immediately entrance the generic business outreactr
functions applicable to all disadvantaged business
entities, including M/WBE firms. Many such efforts are
essential components of successful race- and genderbased programs, including: (1) capital assistance, in the
form of loan guarantees or other fiscal support that
facilitate DBE participation in MWD projects; (2)
assistance with meeting bonding requirements, such as a
bond guarantee program; and (3) technical assistance in
profect rnanagement, bid preparation, accounting,
change orders, marketing, certification and other
relevant contracting functions.

o

Modifu contract procedures to encourage M/WBE
participation. The business outreach program staff
should have the authority to develop and insert
standardized, appropriate M/WBE and DBE business
volume urilization guidelines into all MWD contracts.
Contract administrators should be required to notify the
program sufficiently in advance of impending
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solicitations to permit outreach participation. To the
extent feasible, conhract administration should be
simplified, standardized, and efforts made to create

o

Continue to improae aendor tracking and certification
capabilities. Consistent with the information services
upgrade, Metropolitan's certification database should be
substantially improved. Essential data includes the
particular expertise, experience, licenses, bonding,
ethnicity/gender and size of each firm, and records of the
precise nature and contract amount of any work
awa¡ded by the MWD. ..4, ssnt'alized, uniform coding
system should be maintained for the vendor database.
Draft certification standa¡ds should be revised to
eliminate any possible conflict between M/WBE goals
and the DBE objectives used in federal certifications.

o

Strengthen contract ffirmatioe action compliance.
Consistent with its policies, MWD should actively
procure artd analyze appropriate employment utilization
reports from its vendors. Deficiencies in either
affi¡mative action objectives or prevailing wage
requirements should be enforced by the appropriate
mearìs. Metropolitan's contract affirmative action
requirements should be thoroughly reviewed in light of
current best practices, with obsolete or legally
questionable references modified or deleted as necesffiry.
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Part V:
Issues Not Addressed

in the Report

The Task Force attempted to be as comprehensive as possible
in its review of the MWD. Given Metropolitan's size, and the
complexity of water policy in Califomia, a number of crucial issues
could not be addressed. The Task Force also elected not to examine
matters that it felt were outside its ft¡nction as a " citizen's
com¡nittee," more properly reviewed by other entities, or potentialty
disruptive of sensitive, ongoing activities.

This Report is not a detailed external audit of the MWD, nor
did the Task Force function as a management consultant for
Metropolitan and seek to minutely examine and then refine specific
MWD policies or practices. Although each of the Subcommittees
secured outside consultant support to assist with thei¡ efforts, the
Report focuses on the process and inclusiveness of MWD decision
making, and the effectiveness of general strategies, rather than the
specific choices that Metropolitan has made or intends to implement.
The fact that certain issues are not explicitly analyzed in this
Report, however, should not be construed as a judgment that they
are not critical concerns for the MWD, or that further efforts should
not be made to address them. The Task Force encor¡ntered several
issues that were outside its purview, but were nevertheless
important for the future of the MWD. Although these matters could
not be systematically explored in this Report, the Task Force believes
that they are significant enough to merit additional attention,

induding:

.

High level of equipment losses. Although a complete audit
was not attempted, members of the Task Force were
distubed by the high level of Metropolitan's office
equipment losses, which totalled over $1.36, million in
1988-91 alone, and occasional allegations of potentially
improper employee conduct. Since 1997, Metropolitan
has evaluated and instituted an improved inventory
tracking system. The results of this improvement will not
be quantifiable until the 1993 audit is complete. These
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matters may warr.ant an independent investigahon by a
cgTpelent entity, but such a review was outside the r.op"
of the Task Force's activities.

'

in part m.s, above, the nea¡universal representation of MeEopolitan staff by some
form of collective bargaining unit means that labor

Labor relations. As discussed

relations will substantially affect the organization,s
flexibility, efficiency and iosts. The TasÈForce decided to
not address MWD labor relations, however, because
Metropolitan is now engaged in negotiations with its
unions.

'

Headquarters location. At the time the Task Force was
created in July, Metropolitan was slated to select a
headquarters site by August, 1993. Given the imminence
and complexity of the issue, the Task Force elected not to
coûunent on this sensitive decision, even though the
selection of a headquarters location has impoitant

imltlications for the MWD's operational, oiganizational
and financial activities.

'

Board member selection. There is ongoing concem about
whether the Board selection process adequately
generates representative, diverse leadership typicat of
the communities that make up the MWD,s membe.
agencies. The Task Force believes that this important
matter is better addressed in other fomms, incruding the

state legislature.

.

M*y

Board membership allocation.
Task Force members
were concerned about potential inequities that may arise
$ patterns of actual MWD water use increasingly
diverge from the ad aalorern criteria that currentty
govems the allocation and number of Boa¡d seats among
member agencies. If less-dependent MWD water users

control the Boa¡d t¡nder present allocation methods, for
example, Metropolitan might be forced to initiate capital
improvements for which other agencies more heavily
dependent on MWD water-but which have less
-/.J-

representation on the Board-will eventually be forced to
pay. Should novel Readiness to Serve Charge, New
Demand Charge or other fixed revenue schemes be
eventually put into place, the issue of membership
allocation may become important for effective MWD
governance should the pattern of actual water use
increasingly diverge from member agency Board
representation.

.

Board oaersight capabilities and functions. The general
impression of the Task Force is that the Board's oversight
functions may be less comprehensive than in previous
periods. Despite a heavy meeting schedule, and
numerous specielized committees and subcommittees, the
Board often seenìs to be presented with limited options
and choices for final approval largely defined and
developed by MWD staff, rather than conduct an
independent inquiry of the relevant matters. In addition
to the specific areas identified in this Report where Board
action is necessary to improve MWD operations-such as
defining a specific comPensation and hiring policy or
playing a more active role in developing political !1Rfot1
for urban water-it may be that more fundamental Board
oversight issues also warrant comprehensive analysis.

.

Agency consolidation. Many Task Force members were
concerned that the curent stnrcture of member agencies
should be examined to improve MWD's activities and the
efficient delivery of water to end users. Some agencies
might profitably be merged or consolidated, a matter that
should receive future consideration.
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